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Young Wild West and Little Moccasin
OR, ARIETTA'S PAWNEE PERIL
By AN OL D SCOUT
a$ that used by the whites in t hat part of t he
country. "My father does not like you. He does
It was a sultrv afternoon in midsummer. Not not like the palefaces, either. H e is always talking of goin,g on the warpath."
a breath of air seemed to be stirrin g, and the
birds had become hushed. The waters of the
"If Big Buck go on the warpath the palefaces
north bank of the Red River flowed on sluggishly, will kill him and all his braves," declared the
and beyond the slight sounds made by an occa- Comanche, solemnly. "The time was when the
sional ripple and the low humming of the insects red man could hunt and fish when he liked hu t
along the banks, all was still. But suddenly that time is g·one. It was befo1·e Little Moc~a sin
there comes a light splashing sound , which is re- came into the world and first saw the blue sky
peated regu larly, and presently a light bi1·ch- ar_id the sun a_nd flowers and the moon at n iight.
Little Moccasin will never fight with the palebark canoe comes down the stream. ·
The solitary occupant of this f rail little craft faces. They are to o many, an d many of them
was a full-blooded Comanche Indian. Presently are good."
"Ob, !f my father only thought as you do, Little
the· lone Indian came to a shallow part of the
stream, where the rocks protruded here and Moccasin!" the Pawnee maiden exclaimed, as she
there, and it was necessary to proceed with the took another step toward him an d laid her hands
utmost caution to avoid a rock that would pierce upon his shoulders. "You are brave, I know but
the thin bottom of the little craft. But he worked you have respect for the white man, who is so
his paddle dexte1·ously, and avoiding all the much more powerful than the Indians who once
dan,gerous places, came to a deeper place where used to l'Oam the forest and hunt and fish . as
the surface was as smooth as a mirror, and the they pleased, as_ you say. I have heard my
bank on the left was covered with a growth of fathe·· speak of it, and I have heard his father
vines that bloomed with flowers of almost every speak- ?f it. But that time is past. Big Buck
hue. The odor that came from them was sweet, should know that no longer the red man can r ule
; too, and as the Comanche sent the canoe gliding the land near the rive1· that is called Red."
."Red win1g will come with Little Moccasin. He
toward the bank, he sniffed the air and gave a
Wlll take her to a village of the palefaces where
nod of satisfaction.
The prow had scarcely touched the bank when he goes to school sometimes. The white m~n who
the bushes parted a short distance away and an knows all about the Great Spirit will make you
Indian maiden appeared to view. The Indian Little Mocassin's squaw. Then me work hard
leaped lightly from the canoe and pulled it upon . and make a fine home for you. We will Jive
the bank. His copper-hued face now wore a in a house like the palefaces. Little Moccasin has
seven fine horses, which he will sell, and we will
smile, and standing before the maiden, he said :
"The tongue of Red Wing is not crooked. She have things to live on like the palefaces. Red
,ving will get into the canoe and we will igo now."
has come to meet Little Moccasin."
"I have come," was the reply, and then she
_"Not now, Littl_e Moccasin," the girl said, steptook a step toward him.
pmg back from lum. "I must not go until I have
flowers
the
than
beautiful
"Red Wing is more
seen 1!1Y mother. She is coming with my brothers
that are all around here. She has promised to be and sisters, for Big Buck has sent for her. Many
Little Moccasin's squaw."
of the Pawnees are coming to the river to hunt
"I have promised that, Little Moccasin, even thougih they know it is out of the season to shoot
::., tJ1oug_h my father would put you to death if he the deer. But my father has told them that they
knew it."
must n_ot care for the laws of the palefaces, and
"Ugh!" exclaimed Little Moccasin, shaking his they will come. It means that there will be some
"Big· Buck heap much fighting clone for the palefaces will come and
head and frowning.
wrong. He no like Little Moccasin because he is then B1g Buck will fig·ht. I must g:o hack t~ Big
a Comanche."
Buck's camp now. But to-morrow, when the
"That is 1·ight," and the 1gil'l looked rather su.n is low, I will come, and then you can take
sorrowful as she spoke in almost as good English me down the river in vcu1· canoe."
CHAPTER I.-Little Moccasin's Escape.
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Uttle Moccasin looked dii;appointed at this, but
h i:: bowed in submission. and then placed his arm
f•.bout her neck and kissed her on the forehead.
As Red Win_g- gently disengaged herself from his
c·mbrace there came a sudden crashing in the
bushes bel1ind her. The young Comanche chief
stepped back and pbcC'd his hand upon the butt
of a revolver that was han,ging from his belt.
But before he could draw the weapon three
savage-lookino- Pawnees appeared before the
cr,uple. One of them was ai:i olo. chief. who_se
gaudy headdress reached to his wa1,,t. The girl
stepped between them and her lover, as though
she wevld shield him from t],e attack that seemed
inevitabl<:>. Then the old ch:ef sprang forward,
and sci;,:inii: her roughlv bv the shoulder, flung
her backward into the bushes where she fell to
the ground.
"Dog of a Comanche!" he hissed, as he drew
a tomahawk such as had been used probably by
hi5 father in th" b\gone days. "me kill you. You
touch my daughter's face with your lips, so vou
must die."
He mised the tomahawk as though tn cleave
Little Moccasin's skull. but wi'h wonderful quickm,ss the young- Comanche leape l toward the bank
and seizing the birch-bark canoe, leaped into the
,•;ater. How he ever ,got into it without overtnrninq- the frail craft v af' almost a miracle, even
to the old chief and the two braves who had accompanied him to the spot. But Little Moccasin
d cl this, and seizing the paddle, he sent the
canoe shooting toward the cenu-r of the stream.
A word from the angry chief caused one of his
braves to start toward the bank as though to
leap into the water and try ,o catch the escaning
Con:anche. But before he could do it, Red Wing
was upon her feet, and she caught him by the
arm and pulled him back. This probablv saved
the life of Little Moccasin, fot• in his anger at
the interference of the girl, Dig Buck seemed to
fo1 1get all about him for the time being.
"So this is the way Big Buck's daughter talks
to him!" he cried, his eyes fairly burning with
fire. "She has gone to the school of the palefaces, and she has learned so much that she dares
to stop the will of h.er own father. Red Wing
shall suffer for this."
B:ig Buck raised his h~nd as though to strike
her, but he evidently thought better of it, for instead of doing so, he took her roughly by the arm
and pointing back into the thicket, said:
"Red Wing ,go to her tepee."
Without a word she started off and was quickly lost to view in the thfrk undergrowth that
abounded in the woods. Then it was that Big
Buck uttered a yell and started along the bank
of the crooked stream, his two braves following
close at his heels. One of them had an old-fashioned rifle, and when he paused and raised it to
his shoulder as though to shoot at Little Moccasin,
the chief caught the barrel of the weapon and
pushed it down.
"No kill" be said, shaking his head. "We take
aliv1:."
Tbat saved the-.escaping Comanche. for he was
now so far away that he had no difficulty in
]andir..g at a point a hundred yards below on the
other sl!le of the river. As he leaped ashore he
turned artd seized the prow of his canoe, and soon
it disapeared with him among the thick foliage.
nafl'led, the three Pawnees stood stockstill on the

opposite side of the stream. But it was only for
a few seconds. Then the chief started, further
down, and finding a place it was not more than
knee-deep, he started across. His companion#
wc>nt with him, of course and reaching the other
side, they hastened through the woods in pursuit
of the young- chief who J,ad dared kiss Big Buck's
daughter. With the skill such as Indians possess,
they moved almost noiselessly, and it was scarcely
five minutes before they reached the spot where
the woorls were less dense. and then they saw
Little Moccasin less than a hundred yards ahead
cf them, hurriedly covering his canoe with some
boughs that he had hastily gathered together.
Big Buck turned to his followers and held up
his hand warningly. They understood. They
must surprise the Comanche and mak-~ him a prisoner.
Stealthily they now made their way
through the woods, every step brin~ing them
nearer to their unsuspecting prey. Little Moccasin had just finished h;ding the canoe from the
view of any one who might pass that ,\·ay when
the three Pawnees sprang upon him, uttering
savage yells as they did so. Evidentlv the surprised Indian had not expected they would even
cross the river to follow him, and before he could-:
dl'aw his revolver he was struggling in their
grasp. Back and forth the four swayerl, the three
Pawnees doing their utmost tv put him to the
ground. Such a one-sided struggle could not
last very long, and in less than a minute the
Comanche fell to the ground, two of his opponents
dropping upon him. It was at this juncture that
a handsome boy, attired in a fancy hunting-suit
of buckskin, sprang through the bushes and appeared upon the scene. He was·quicklv followed
by another boy attired in similar fashion, and
a tall man with long, black hair and mustache.
The Pawnees leaped to their feet in fear and
amazement.
"Ugh!" B"g Buck exclaimed, defiantly. "What
palefaces want?"
"'Ve want you to let that redskin alone," was
the cool 1·eply from tho boy who had led his companions to the spot in such a sudden manner.
"We saw the fight going on, and we thought it
a good idea to interfere. Three against one is
not a square deal, you know."
"Paleface boy heap much fool!"
"That's right, redskin. I have been told that
lots of times. But just because a dirty-looking
Pawnee chief like you are tells it to me, it doesn't follow that it is true. Now, then, I want to
know what the ti-ouble is? I see you have got
war-paint on, and that gives me the right to
take you a prisoner, if I choose to do so." ·
Thi~ was a staggerer for Big Buck.
"Pa!eface boy _hean much talk!" he exclaimed,
throw111g out his chest, defiantly. "Big Buck
want to take the dog of a Comanche to his camp.''
"What for?" demanded the boy, as he coolly
stepped around so he could ,get a good look at the
young chief who had lost in the one-sided
struggle.
"He try to steal Big Buck's daughter Red {.
Wing."
.
"Oh, he did, eh? Well, suppose you let him
tell his side of the story. How about it. redskin?"
The question was put to Little Moccasin, who
was greatly relieved at the interference in his
behalf.
"Little Mocassin no want to steal Big Buck's
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daughter. Red Wing has promised to be his
squaw. We meet a little while ago, and while
we talk on the river bank among the flowers. Big
Buck and his two braves come and try to kill me.
Red Wing tell her father to no kill m<'. Then me
take my canoe and come down the rive;•. Me
come to the bank and take canoe here ancl cover
it up. Then Big Buck and his two braves find
me when I no think they come, and we fight and I
lose. Me no try to steal Red Wing. She want
to be Little Moccasin's squaw."
"All right, Little Mocassin," was the cool and
easy reply. ''I reckon you have told the truth
in the matter. Red Wing is sati fi.cd to become
your squaw, but her father don't want it to ha,Jpen. Well, that's a little trouble that happens all
over the world, occasionally, I suppose. So the
ugly looking rascal wanted to kill you, but his
daughter wouldn't let him, eh?"
"Me no want to kill Little Moccasin," declared
Big Buck, who evidently felt that he was getting
much the worst of the argument. "Mc want to
take him to Big Buck's camp and make him tell
Red Wing he no want her for his squn.w. Then
me let him go."
"Oh, I see! Well you don't su pposc he would
tell your daughter that he didn't want her, when
he does want. her all the time, do you? I know a
whole Jot about redskins, and I never saw one yet
who would do such a thing as that."
"Me no tell Red Wing 1ue no want her for my
squaw, not if Big B· ck kill me with his tomahawk!" exclaimed Little Moccasin, with flashing
eyes.
"I thought so. \Veil, I reckon you won't go
back to the camp with Big Buck. He can take
his two rascally looking companions and li,ght
out right away. If he don't hurry about it. we
will help him along."
"You kin bet your life we will, Wild," the tall
man with the long, blank hair and mustache exclaimer!, smiling igrimly as he stepped forward
and playfully tapped the old chief on the face.
"This galoot has got his full coat of paint on,
an' JOU kin bet your life he's Jookin' for trouble.
I reckon we'll have ter hang arnund this part of
ther country a little while an' see what's goin'
on ."
"'Ve certainly will do that, Charlie," the boy
replied, and then a.gain turning to the three rascally red,kins, he added: "Now, then, you heard
what I said. Just light out."
.
"\Vhat your name, paleface boy?" Big Buck
asked, as he took a step in the direction of the
river.
"Young Wild West is my name. I reckon you
have heard of me. There are plenty among your
tribe who know me pretty well when they see

me."

"Me h'J!ow you, Young Wild \Vest."
"I thou,ght so. Probably you knew me aJl the
time."
The Pawnee chief shook his head.
"No," he declared. "Me no know you till you
say who you are. Then me think. Me see you
before. You shoot plenty Pawnee braves. You
shoot heao much straight."
"Yes, that's right. I pride myself on being
able to hit what I aim at generally. But never
mind talking about it now. I told you to Jiight
out, so the quicker you go the better it will be for
you. If you don't go inside of half a minute I am
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g-oing. to shoot some of the feathers from your
head."
That \,;as quite enough. The two braves had
already started to walk away, and without saying anything- further, Big Buck hurried along
after them.
As he was disappearing among the trees. he
turned, and pulling the tomahawk f1om his belt,
he shook it menacinglv whib a fiendish, exprc;,s10n showed upon his face.
"That's all rig·ht, Big Buck. I know what you
mean . But you look out for yourself. ThaVs all
I have got to tell you."
,vhen they had entirelv disanpear"d from view,
Youn,g Wild \Vest, a3 he called hir,1.;elf, turned
to Little Moccasin and said:
"Now, then. I reckon the be,:t thing you can do
is to go along with us."
').'he Comanche nodded, an l casting a dance at
the spot where he had conc:c-aled hi,; canoe, he
followed the three throu,gh the woods.

CHAPTER IL-Dig Buck Follows Our Friends.
Little Mocc.,:;;in seemerl. much nleaserl at what
Young Wild We.st and his ])artners had done for
him. He went with them for about two hundred yards and then they came to a trail, where
two young girls, a young woman and two Chinamen were waiting. The latter seemed .surpri,;cd
when they saw the Indian returning with their
friends, but when Young- Wild West informed
them of what had happened they were all more
than satisfied.
"Now, then, Little Moccasin," said the boy who
had won the title of Champion Deadshot of the
\,Yest. and was known far and near as the greatcr::t Boy Hero of the times, '·I reckon I will introduce you to my friends. You seem to be a
pretty decent sort of redskin. and I can ,.g-uess
that you are a sort of chief. But you don't belong to the Pawnees, that's certain. You are a
Comanche."
"Yes," answered Little Moccasin, n0ddin~ his
head, "I am a Comanche. Big Buck no like me
for that."
"Well, that's all right. We don't care whether
he likes you or not."
Then our hero introduced Cheyenne Charlie,
the scout and his wife, Anna; Jim Dart and
his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner; and last but
not least, charming Arietta Murdock, the
golden-haired sweetheart of the boy who had
won such fame through his coolness and daring
and for the good he had done to those most in
need of it. He did not forget to point out the two
Chinamen, though Little Moccasin seemed to look
upon them with a sort of disdain. They were
brothers, and were named Wing Wah and Hop
Wah, the cook and alJ around helper for the
party. One of the Chinamen regardad the Indian
with a smile but the other paid no attention whatever.
"Ledskin no likee me," he observed, as he stepped forward and bowed to Little Moccasin.
"He like Chince all right," was the reply.
."You velly smartee ledskin, so be."
"Hold on, Hop!" spoke up Young Wild West,
sharply. "Never mind trying to have some fun
with our guest just now. The first thing wf!
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know there will be a band of Pawnees after us,
for I am quite certain that Big- Buck will get a
mounted party ready and pursue us.' He certainly doJ1't like the way we acted, so I reckon
we had better hit the trail and try to find a good
place to withstand an attack."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop Wah. who
was known as Young Wild West's clever Chinee,
promptly walked over and mounted the piebald
cayuse he al ways rode.
"Little Moccasin," said Wild, for he was always
called by that nickname bv his friends. "you can
1·ide with me. Spitfire will carry the two of us
all right, I reckon."
The Indian looked at the splendid sorrel stallion the boy was now holding by the bridle and
showed considerable admiration. But he shook
his head in the negative.
"Litt]~ Moccasin will run," he declared. "He
can run as swift as the deer."
""\Veil, that will be all right; as long as we are
not pun;ued ·we will go along rather slowly for a
while. There is no need of hurryirug unless we
find that the Pawnees are after us. Corne on,
then. We will strike out to the south. I think
the trail hits the river a few miles below here, if
I am not mistaken."
"She startinly does, "Wild!' Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up, as he gave the ends of his long, black
mustache a twist and nodded his head decisively.
"'\Ve'vc been over this ground afo,e, ver know."
"Yes, that's right. It is a beautiful country
through here, and that is why I thought we would
strike down this way on our way into .Texas."
The part of the country our story opens in is
new known as the State of Oklahoma, but at that
time it was the Indian Territory, and was far
less populated, and was infested with all sorts
of dangers, from rovtng bands of Indians to
white men who h~cl become outlaws. That was
one reason why Young "\Vile! West often came
that way while riding about with his friends in
search of excitement and adventure. The young
deadshot, as he was familiarly called, had struck
it rich when he was very young, and since that
time both he and his two partners had received
incomes that more than paid their expenses and
permitted them to go wherever they pleased and
stay as long as they liked. As has been stated.
Young Wild West and his two pa1·tners were
atti;red in fancy hunting-suits of buckskin, and
the gitls wore costumes that befitted them for
the outdoor life they were leading.
They were all well armed, and the two Chinamen were in charge of a couple of pack-horses
that can-icd their camping outfit and the necesYoung Wild West and his
S\\ry provisions.
::;-:c,tty golden-haired sweetheart rode _at the he~d
:ti. the line and the boy on hrn splendid
Aorrel stallio~ Spitfire, his long, l~ght chestnut
11air hanging over his shoulders and a broadbrimmed sombrero tipped well back upon his
shapely head, certainly made a dashing, not to
say distinguished, appearance. But it was the
same with the girl at his side, for surely there
never was- a prettieT or more graceful girl of the
West than Arietta Murdock. Little Moccasin
appeared to be perfectly contented, and when the
party staTted at a canter, he went a long wi' I~ tl:e
tireless lope that is so common to those ot his
race. The sun was very hot, and Young ·wild

West and his friends had not yet eaten the noonday meal. They had been heading fo1· the river
when they heard the sounds of the struiggle in
the woods, for they needed water for.their horses,
and had decided to wait to eat their dinner untff,
they found it.
"Are yer goin' ter stop when we strike ther
water over there, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie called
out, when he saw t-he glitter of the sun on the
stre::i.m through the foliage.
""\Vcll, if we strike a good place so we can take
care of ourselves in case we are attacked by the
Pawnees, we will, Charlie," was the reply.
"Plenty ,good places," spoke up Little Moccasin,
nodding his head. "Me show you. Go one more
mile."
".A'.ll right, then. Come on. '\Ve will move a
little livelier. We'll see how you can run, Little
Moccasin."
The Indian smiled, and when the horses started
forward he quickened his pace and kept right
along with the two pack-horses with the greatest
of ease. In this way they rode alon1g, following
the course of the river, and it was not long before
they struck the cliffs the youn.ir deadshot had
spoken of. It was necessary for Little Moccasin
to tell them where to halt, for Young Wild West
saw at a glance that there were plenty of good
place$ for that purpose. He rode on with his
$weetheart at his side until they struck a little
cove that was well surrounded by biig rocks and
There was good grazing, for the
boulr\en,.
horses, and the water was so handy by that they
really could not have desired anything further in
the way of a camping place. As they did not
intend to remain there very lonig, the two tents
that afforded our friends shelter at night were
not erected. The two Chinamen busied themselves in gathering Rome dry brushwood. and a
fire wa,; soon kindled. Then Wing got busy and
proceeded to prepare the belated noodav meal.
Little Moccasin watched all that took place, but
made no comment. The meal was over with and
about cleared away, and Younig Wild West was
thinking whether it would be advisable to go on
or remain there until the following morning, when
a splashing was heard the other side of a bend
in the 1·iver. It was rather indistinct, but the
sharp ears of the younig- deadshot caught the
sounds right away. But he was not the only one
who heard them, for already his two nartners and
the Indian were in listening attitudes.
· A canoe is comin' down ther rive1·, ·wild," said
Cheyenne Chal"lie. in a low tone of voice.
"More than one, Charlie," was the reply.
"There are several paddles dipping in the water."
"Big Buck come with his braves," said Little
Moc asin, his eyes flashing daI!igerously.
... 11, let him come. I reckon we will be able
to t .. <! care of him."
·'Young Wild West heap much fight."
"Perhaps, but probably we won't have to fight.
Maybe I can settle it by talking to Bi,g Buck."
The sounds grew more distinct every second
now, and a minute later a canoe rounded the
bend. In it were four half-naked Pawnees. three
of them paddling- and the fourth crouching in th6 prow, a rifle at his shoulder. The canoe was followed bv another, and then two more appeared.
which showed how well Young Wild West's ears
were trained to i:,ouncls. He had said there was
more than one canoe coming, and he surely wa,
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right. Owino- to the rocks, the Indians in the
canoes did not see our friends until they wei-e
within a hundred feet of them. Instantly the
,addling ceased, and then a guttural command
was heard from some one in the rear canoe, and
they all turned for the opposite shore. Young
Wild West had already f;eized his Reminigton, and
stepping boldly out into view, he called out,
loudly:
"Hold on there, Big Buck! If you are afler
us, come right over and get us."
There was no reply to this, and the braves
paddled all the faster and quickly reached the
bank that was fringed with a thick growtl1 of
willows. Wild ran down to the water's edge, and
catching sight of the old chief in one of the canoes, he threw his rifle to his shoulder and drew
a bead on him. Then he shouted:
"Come ,h ere, Big Buck, or I will shoot you dead
in the canoe. I want to talk to you."
"What the paleface boy want?" the chief demanded, half angrily.
.
"I want to talk to you. Come here."
There was a short .silence, during which the
rascally old chief g-azed at the boy intently. Then
· he must have spoken something to the two in the
canoe with him, for they began paddling down
the stream. Wild had lowered his 1·ifle, but his
right hanc;l. was pretty close to the butt of one of
his heavy Colt revolvers. He knew how treacherous Indians are, and he did not mean to be
ca\l/ght napping. The canoe came to the bank
rather slowly, and then, without being told to
do so, Big Buck seized a saoling and quickly
sprang ashore.
"Young Wild West," he said, puttinR on a very
bold front and folding his arms.
"Big Buck," Vi'ild answered, with mock politeness.
"What the paleface boy want?"
"Well, I want to know what you started down
the river for?"
"To fish," was the reply.
"Do you fish with rifles?"
The old chief shook his head.
"Paleface boy, heap much talk," he declared,
impatiently.
"Well, I know I am a pretty good talker; but
see here, Big Buck, you did not start down the
river to go fishing. You came down after us. I
have an idea that you made up yom: mind to get
our scalps. You didn't like it because we wouldn't let you take Little Moccasin with you, and
then you gathered some of your braves together
and came down the river in your canoes. You
knew pretty well that we would follow the trail
and come along this way, and you expected to
overtake us and surprise us. But your scheme
didn't work. Now, then, I am goinig to tell you
something. . You have got your war-paint on,
and I notice- that some of your braves are rigged
out the· same way. That means that you have
started a rebellion a,gainst the paleface,. I would
be justified in shooting you right now, but I am
not that kind of a boy. I always believe in giv.ing one a square deal whether he is a redskin or
a white man. Now you take my advice anud get
into your canoe and go back to your camp. Wash
cff that war-paint and go back where you belong.
Be sure to take your followers with you. If you
don't, there will be trouble, and you will get the
:worst of it. You hear what I say, Bip; Buck?"

5

"Young Wild West heap much talk."
"Yes, and heap much shoot, too, as you will find
out, if you don't be very careful."
As though he regarded the interview at an end,
the old chief ste:iped lightly into the canoe and
mot10ned the paddlers to take him acToss to the
willows, into which the rest of the narty had disappeared.

CHAPTER III.-The Rescue of Horace Grant.
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, turning
to his partners, "I reckon we can make up our
minds to stay right where we are for a day or
two. There are just about enough rascally Pawnees around here to make it interestin,g for us.
Another thing is, that I am a little interested
in Little Moccasin's love affair. It strikes me
that we ought to help him out."
"That's right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered, quickly. "The lnjun seems to think an
awful lot of that young squaw, an' it's too bad
she's got sich a scoundrel for a father. Jest ter
,git square on old Big Buck, we'll see to it t-hat his
daughter marries Little Moccasin."
"I think we ought to do all we can to help
the thing along," Jim Dart spoke up.
"Well, that's just what we'll do, then," declared
the young deadshot. "Just see to it that Hop and
Wing put up the tents. Charlie, you and Jim can
fix up things around the camp a little, so we'll
stand . a good chance in case the redskins should
come in bigger numbers than we think. I am
goinig to go down the river a little way and find
a place to cross. Then I will try and find out
how many there are of them."
Little Moccasin listened to all that was said,
but did not offer to speak. He looked after Young
Wild West as he started away through the bushes
to carry out his intention of spying upon the
Pawnees as though he would like to accompany
him. But when the boy was lost to view he
turned to Cheyenne Charlie and said:
"Little Moccasin help the palefaces."
"All right, redskin. I reckon you kin do that,
if you want ter. See if we kin git this dead tree
swung around that way a little. It will form a
mighty igood breastworks, I think."
Little Moccasin knew just what to do, and he
helped Charlie and Dart get the tree around
which was done after no little labor. Meanwhile,
the two Chinamen were working away rapidly.
They were so used to putting up and taking down
the two tents that it was easy for them, and in
a few minutes they had them in shape. The hollow in the face of the rocky bank would have
afforded ample shelter, but since they had the
tents with them, our hero had thought it advisable to put them up.
In about an hour after Wild had left them our
friends heard a shot crash from the direction the
boy had taken.
"I reckon Wild's got into trouble I" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie, grabbing his rifle•

Wild had little or no trouble in finding a place
where he could cross the shallow stream, and
once on the other side he made his way cautious-
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ly along through the dense growth of trees and
bushes. He was well satisfied that the Pawnees
weTe not fal' away, but whether they had moved
their camp OT not remained to be seen. In less
than ten minutes from the time he left the camp
he was directly opposite to it, though he was just
fal' enough away from the river bank to be unable to see it. He crept along, however, until he
had cov,,red a distance of probably three hundred
yai-ds. Then as he paused to listen his ears
caught the sounds made by the footsteps of some
one. Instantly the boy was on the alert. Crouching close behind a fallen tree, he waited and
watched. Nearer came the sounds. and presently
the form of a man came into view. But it was
not an Indian. Instead it was a young white man,
who, by his actions, was lost. O,u hern was._ not
a little surprised, and he wondered who the fellow
could be. But he did not choose to show himself
just yet and after pausin1g for a few seconds, the
stranger came on almost directly to the log. He
was looking on the ground as thou,gh he expected
to find something there, and when Wild saw him
shake his head he was more interested in him ..
than ever. But presently the watching boy was
able to understand what the movements of the
man meant, for he heard him muttering, and
quickly c:rnigh,; the words: .
"I don't .k:1ow where the horse could have gone
to. I ,vas a fool for not trying him, I suppose.
But I was told when I bought him that he would
not ever stray away. He didn't, before this. But
I suppose there has always got to be a first time.
It's funny that I can't seem to find the prints of
his hoofs. I am in a bad fix, if I don't find that
horse, because it may be miles to a settlement or
tov.. n."
1

',Vild was just going to rise and make himself
known when there was a cracking sound in the
bushes and then two Pawnees, rPsplendent in
theil' war-paint, appeared upon the scene. One
of them was leading a horse, which was undoubtedly the property of the stranger, for he gave a
start and promptly ran to meet them.
"What the matter with paleface?" demanded
one of the Indians, gruffly.
"I see you have found my horse," was the reply,
as the man stepped back somewhat alarmed. "I
will have to reward you, I suppose."
"Paleface no have horse," came the reply. "Injun take paleface's scalp."
Young Wild West listened, and a smile came
over his face. This sort of thing was just to his
liking, for he never felt better than when he was
able to give a rascally redskin a ,good surprise.
But he decided to let it go on a little further
before he did this.
"Don't try to frighten me," said the man, shaking his bead, though it was evident that he was
in anything but an easy frame of mind just then.
"Here is two dollars for finding my horse."
He produced the money, and one of the Indians
took it from him. But when he made a move to
take the steed by the bridle he was pulled roughly
back.
"Paleface no have horse!" exclaimed the one
who was in charge of the animal.
"Don't joke with me, my friends," the man said,
acting as though he was ready to resent the
treatment he was receiving.
Wild nodded in a satisfied way when he noticed this, for he could see right away that the

follow was anything but a coward, and that he
was quite likely to stick up for his rights. Again
he made a move to get possession of his horse.
This time one of the redskins pulled a huntingknife from his belt and made a threatening move
with it.
"If you mean that I have igot to fight for my
horse, all right," said the man as he stepped back
and quickly whipped a revolver from his belt.
"Now, then, I gave you two dollars for finding
my horse. If you don't give him to me at once,
I will shoot you."
.Wild arose from behind a fallen tree, and
keeping a large tree between him and the tree,
he stepped a little closer. In case the two redskins should happen to get the best of the man he
would be ready to interfere. But when they saw
the muzzle of the revolver pointed toward them
they remained perfectly silent.
"Let ,go that bridle," said the man, commandingly . .
The Indian holding it obeyed.
"Now, then, get away from here in a hurry,
or I'll shoot. I wasn't aware that there were any
Indians around here wearing war-paint, but since
you have threatened me, and have tried to steal
my horse, I am ready to fire."
"'Ugh!" answe1·ed one of the Pawnees, shrugging his shoulders. "Injuns make fun with paleface. They no want to steal his horse."
"Well, I don't like such fun as this, so be off
with you at once. I want nothing to do with
you. You have got the two dollars I gave you,
and I have got my horse."
So saying he took the animal by the bridle and
proceeded to back away from them. But just
then the sounds of hurried footsteps were heard,
and the Indians seemed to be delighted. The
stra·niger evidently realized that more of them
were coming, so he hurriedly led the horse away
and attempted to mount. Then half a dozen Pawnees burst upon the scene. Realizing that he was
in for it, and had to flight for his life, the man
tm·ned his revolver upon them and fired it. A
savage yell was the result, and then the Pawnees
sprang toward him, brandishing their guns and
knives.
"Hold on!" exclaimed Young Wild West,. sternly, as he leaped into view, a revolver in either
hand. "Redskins, I reckon I'll spoil your fun.
Just left this man alone."
If a bomb had exploded in their midst the Indians could not have been more astounded. The
handsome boy in the fancy buckskin hunting-suit
appeared so threatening that they came to a halt
ii,stantly and stood gazing at him in dismay
"Stranger," said the young deadshot, {i:{ .his
cool and easy way, "go ahead and mount your
horse. The ~hot you fired di_dn't hit anything,
but I reckon if I do any shootmg there will be a
dead redskin each time my gun goes off. I have
a way of always hittinl1; what I shoot at."
"I am av.ful glad you happened along, my
young friend," the st1'aniger retorted, his face
lighting up with joy. "I certainly was in a bad
fix. But are these Indians really bad enouigh to
kill a person?"
"I reckon they are. But they are not going to
kill you, because I will see to it that they don't.
If they don't look out I will kill some of them.
though."
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"I won't go and leave you to have it out with
them alone."
"That's all right. I want you to do that. You
just ride over to the Tiver bank and follow it
down until you see a camp on the other side.
~hat's where I am camping. You go over there
and you will be well taken care of. I will see to
it that these redskins don'• interfere with you
while you are doing it."
"But if you are alone you surely will stand no
chance with them."
"Oh, yes, I will. I am going to make them light
out presently. You go right ahead. You can tell
those at the camp what has happened, and then
some one wilJ come to help me if I happen to need

it."

There was an air of command about the boy
that the stranger could not resist, so he quickly
mounted his horse and stal'ted in the direction
he had been told to go. Meanwhile the young
deadshot had not lowered his revolvers. There
were eight of the Indians all told, and they were
standing pretty close together. All of them had
on their war-paint, and they looked savage enough
to strike fear to the heart of one who was not
used to that sort of thing. But Young Wild
West knew how to handle them pretty well, and
,c was not one bit alarmed.
"Redskins," said he, sternly, "I had a talk with
your chief a little while a.go, and I advised him to
wash off his war-paint and go back to the reservation. You know who I mean. I refer to Big
Buck. Now, then, I want you to light out, and
head straig·ht for where Bi,g Buck is waiting."
"Paleface boy heap much talk."
"Yes. I know that. That's about all a redskin ever tells me when he don't know what else
to say. But you do as I tell you. I mean business. If I start to shoot some of you are bound
to drop."
If they had been real savages such as their
forefathers were in the old times, no doubt the
Pawnees might have made an attack upon the
boy. But brought up as they had been on a reservation, they were more or less afraid of him,
especially when they looked at the two deadly
tubes that ·were held steadily toward them. One
of them turned and walked slowly from the spot.
This was the s~gnal for the others, and almost
'to a man, they began leaving the spot. Wild remained right whe1·e he was until they had all
but disapeared in the bushes. Then he quickly
stepped behind a tree. It was well he did this,
for suddenly three rifle-shots sounded, and a piece
of wood liit him on the shoulder as a bullet
chipped it from a tree a few feet distant. Wild
had his rifle with him, and raising it, he waited
for a chance to iget a shot, for he now felt justified in dropping the first redskin he caught sig·ht
of.
Crang! Another shot ran,g out, and the bullet
imbedded itself in the tree he was behind. Then
he caught sight of one of his foes as he moved
across a space where the bushes were ra1her
thin. His hand dropped on a line with the s ight
of his rifle, and he pulled the trigger.
Crangl A death-yell sounded, and with a nod
of satisfaction the boy watch for another
chance. But the Pawnees were altogether too
cautious now, and after two minutes had passed
he could hear nothing of them.
"Well, the trouble has started in earnest now,"
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to shoot any of them, but they attacked me, so
there was nothing else to do. If I had attemr1te<l
to move way from here I suppose they might havi>.
got me. Now they will know that they have ,got
to be mighty careful and not show themselves. I
had better work my way back to the camp now.
Here goes."
Dropping upon his hands and knees, he crept
rapidly through the undergrowth, making his
way toward the river, which was not more than
fifty yards distant.
He paused every few feet and listened, but could
hear no sounds that would indicate that he was
being followed. Reaching the river, he was just
in time to see the stranger he had saved from the
redskins in the act of fording the stream. Charlie and Jim were on the opposite bank waiting for
him. Each held a rifle, and they seemed to be
somewhat excited. Not caring to wet himself to
the waist, which he must do if he attempted to
cross the river at that point, the boy ran lightly
along the bank and soon was seen by his partners. He kept on rather swiftly, for he knew it
would not be very long before the Pawnees would
be seeking to avenge the death of the brave that
had gone down before the unerring aim of the
dashing young deadshot.
"Keep your eyes open, boy:::," he called out.
"l reckon they will be hete in a hurry. I had to
drop one of them. There was no other way out
of it."
"Whoopee! whoopee!" cried Cheyenne Charlie,
dtlighted a t seeing his young leader ~afe and
sound.
Wild ran on until he l'eache<l the shallow part
of the stream, and then leaping from stone to
stone he crossed it, scarcely wetting his feet. He
took care to conceal himself behind the rocks and
bushes, for he knew that the Pawnees must be
somewhere watching his movements all this time,
and he did not care to risk beinl~- shot at, even
though the)' might be rather poor marhmen. He
reached the camp all right, and found the stranger he had assisted crouchin,g behind a rock, his
rifle at his shoulder.
"Well you got here all right I see," the boy
said, with a smile.
"Yes, and I am awful glad to see that you
have, too," was the 1·eply. "Youn,g fellow I never
:,;aw any one half as cool as you are. It is wonderful."
"You think so, eh? Well, that's all right. But
how does it happen that you a1·e alone in this
wild part of the country?''
"I am on my way to a ranch that lies somewhere just over the line into Texas. I suppose
I was foolish to attempt to ride all the way on
horseback. But I had no idea that there were
hostile Indians to be met with. My name is
Horace Grant, and though I am not a native of
these parts, I have lived in the West for nearly
three years. This is the first time I ever got in
any real trouble with redskins."
"Well, it is not the first time we have, Mr.
Grant. We have had so many exciting times with
redskins in different parts of the West that we
rather like it. You can see that we are pretty
well fixed here in case they take a notion to
attack us."
"Yes, ;: noticed that the moment I arrived
here," Grant answered, as he looked around at
the snug quarters under the overhanging cliffs.
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"It seems to me that it is rather dangerous for

lives of some of the attacking redskins for if
Younig Wild West and his partners could have
discerned them, more of them would surely have
gone down.
"I reckon we got a few of them, boys," our
hero said, nodding to his partners. "They seem
bent on taking us, so the only thing to do is to
drop them as fast as they come."
"That's right, Wild," the scout answered, smiling grimly. "They won't try it from over there
aig'in. Ther next we hear of 'em will be on this
side of the river."
"You are right on that, Charlie," Wild said,
with a nod. "I have an idea that some of them
may be on this side now. Just keep your eyes
open. Watch on both sides."
After the terrible rain of bullets the Indians
had become suddenly silent again. The smoke
gradually lifted, but nothing could be seen of
them, only the ones that had fallen. Little Moccasin waited a few miutes lon,ger, and then crept
to the side of our hero.
"Young Wild West," said he, "me like to go
and see where Pawnees go to."
"All right, Little Moccasin," was the reply "I
reckon you are quite able to take care of yourself. You go down to the right, and make a circle
behind our camp at the top of the cliff. I will
go the other way, and we will probably meet. I
think some Pawnees are already on this side
of the river."
The Comanche nodded, as though he thought
the same way, and then without another word,
he crept along the foot of the cliff, dodging beCHAPTER IV.-Wild and Arietta Are Captured hind the boulders, and was soon lost to view.
by the Pawnees.
Wild set out at about the same time, after telling his partners and the girls to keep a sharp
"Take it easy, everybody," said Young Wild watch. Ten minutes passed. Not the least sound
West, in his cool and easy way. "Just lie low, that would indicate there were any Indians about
and no one will get hit. Wait until you see them, came to the ears of those waiting at the camp.
and then let them have it for all you're worth."
Horace Grant, the man who had been saved from
The girls gripped their rifles, for they knew the redskins by Wild, crouched patiently, never
they must take part in the fight. When Little once relaxing his vigilance. Suddenly Arietta,
Moccasin saw this he nodded approvingly. The who happened to be looking up the stream at
Indian had crept over to the left and lay flat the time, saw a canoe floating down with the
upon his l,tomach near a boulder. He had no current, which 1·an quite swiftly there. The girl
rifle but his revolver was in his hand, ready for gave a start, for she could see that there was
instant use. After firing the volley the redskins some one lving in it, apparently as if dead. She
ou the other side of the river became suddenly quickly called the attention of her companions,
silent. They did not choose to show themselves, and then as the canoe gradually neared them,
so our friends simply had to wait. Young Wild they all saw that it was an Indian maiden who
West and his partners kept a sharp watch, and was lying in it, her head over the prow, and her
it was not long before they could see the bushes long hair, trailing in the water.
moving slightly.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Char"Try your luck Charlie," said the young dead- lie. "That must be ther squaw Little Moccasin
shot. in a whisper.
wants for his wife. She's tied to ther canoe,
"Right yer are, "Wild," came the reply, and too. What is old Big Buck up ter? This seems
then the scout waited a few seconds, and seeing mighty strange."
a movement in the shrubbery, he took a quick
"Maybe it is some sort of trick, Charlie," Jim
aim and pulled the trigger.
Dart answered, with a shake of his head. "I
Crang ! As the report rang out a death- hardly think the girl is dead."
howl followed it, and Charlie knew his bullet
"She isn't dead," Arietta spoke up, suddenly.
had found a billet. But the shot did more than "She is bound and gagged. See, her head is
that. It aroused the hiding Pawnees to the ex- moving."
tent that they suddenly showed themselves, yellCloser came the canoe, and when it was nearly,
ing and firing as they came. Then it was that opposite to the camp it floated against some
the little party hiding behind the rocks and fallen rocks that were protruding above the water and
trees opened a deadly fire upon them. Rifles became fast.
and revolvers cracked rapidly, and soon a thick
"I will l!:O and ,get her!" Arietta exclaimed, and
smoke hung over the river. At the time of which before any of the rest hardly knew what she inwe ,,rrite only black powder was used, so the tended to do, she sprang over the fallen tree and
smoke was unavoidable. It probably saved the ran to the water's edge. Expecting the Pawnees
the young ladies. though."
"Not at all. They all know how to shoot, and
they would as lief shoot redskins as anything
else, if the occasion demanded it."
"Well, I don't know how to thank you for what
you have done for me. I am ,glad to have a refuge here."
"Don't mention it, Mr. Grant. I am well satisfied that you will do your share of the fighting,
if there happens to be any, so that will help us
out, you see."
"Yes, I will try and do what I can. though I
never yet have even fired a shot at an Indian,
or any other person, for that matter. But may
I ask you who you are?"
"You certainly may. My name is Young Wild
\Vest."
"Not the Champion Deadshot of the West I
have heard so much about?" and the man opened
wide his eyes.
"Well, that's what they call me, so I suppose
it is all right."
"Well, I declare! I call this very fortunate.
for I have often wished for the opportunity of
meeting you."
Wild was about to introduce the rest of the
party when a yell sounded from the other side
of the river. The next instant a volley of shots
rang out, and several bullets flattened against
the rocky face of the cliff.
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to appear at any moment, ihe re&t held their rifles
in readiness. But nothin,g of th'f! sort happened.
Arietta stepped upon the stones and quickly
¥eac]led the side of the canoe. She had drawn
her hunting-knife, and as she caught hold of the
frail craft to pull it nearer so she might free
the Indian maiden, a startling thin1g happened.
A sinewy arm flew upward from the canoe and
caught the brave girl about the waist. Arietta
uttered a scream, and then was pulled down into
the canoe. Cheyenne Charlie gave a startled cry,
but dared not open fire on the canoe.
"I told you!" exclaimed Jim Dart. "I tho¼l!:ht
it was so;me trick. But look there!"
The canoe was being pulled rapidly across the
stTeam, diagonally. This was more than Chevenne Charlie could stand, and with a cowboy yell
on his lips, he sprang oveT the breastworks and
started as though to stop the canoe.
Cran;g ! crang I Two shots were fired from the
cover of the trees from the other side, and the
bullets whizzed dangerously close to the scout's
head.
"Come back here, Charlie," Jim Dart called out.
"We will have to wait. The Pawnees have played
a trick on us. But they won't dare to harm a
--nair of Arietta's head."
Young Wild West's sweetheart had ceased
screaming by this time, which told plainly that
her captor, who must have been concealed in the
bottom of the canoe, had either ga,gg-ed her or
was holding his hand over her mouth. Swiftly
the canoe went through the water, and ·suddenly
it disappeared under some overh~nging willows.
r.harlie got back to cover, but not before a bull<>t
had grazed his left ear, fetching the blood. His
wife thouight he was dangerously hurt, but he
laughed when she aept to him, and said:
"It's all right, gal. It's only a little scratch."
"I am glad of that, Charlie," she answered.
"But, oh! isn't this awful! They have got
Arietta."
"Yes, I s'pose it is awful. But when yer come
ter think of it, it ain't so bad, after all. It ain't
ther iirst time that Arietta's been caught by Injuns. Wild will be here in a jiffy, and he'll soon
tell us what ter do, an' don't yer forgit it."
There was no more firing after the scout got
... behind the breastworks, so those crouchinl2,' there
waited with what might be called painful expectation. Presently footsteps were heard a
short distance below the camp, and then Little
Moccasin was seen hurrying toward them.
Crang ! crang I cran1g I Three shots were fired
from across the river, but the Indian kept right
on, as though it was nothing.
"\,Vhat's the matter?" he asked, as he reached
the camp and saw the startled looks on the faces
of Anna and Eloise.
"Big Buck played a trick on us, Little Moccasin," Jim Dart answered. "He has captured
the goiden-haired girl."
The Comanche looked surpr1sed.
"B~g Buck play trick?" he asked, as though
he did not quite understand.
....
"Yes; a canoe came drifting down the river,
and in the canoe was Red Wing, tied and gag,ged.
The canoe caught among the stones out there, and
Arietta ran to get Red Wing from it. There was
a Pawnee lying in the little craft, and he suddenly caught her and pulled her down. '!'hen
there must have been a rope attached to it, for
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the canoe went across the river like a shot and
disappeared under the willows over there. It
was a clever trick. But where is Young Wild
West?"
"Me no see him" declared the young chief, shaking his head. "The paleface maiden is with the
Pawnees. That very bad. Big Buck no good
Injun. He tie Red Wing in the canoe, and one of
his braves lay down. A rope to the canoe. It
come down, and Young Wild West's nveethem•t
1gc to save Red Wing, The Pawnee catch her and
the canoe go over under the willows. Big Buck
very smart Injun. He get the best of Young
Wild West. But pretty soon Youn,g Wild West
come. and then he get the best of Big Buck."
"There ain't no one as doubts that in ther least.
redskin," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "Yer don't
have ter tell us all that. But ther thing is now,
where is Wild? It's funny you didn't meet him.
How far did yer igo?"
"Me go all around," and the Comanche swung
his hand, indicating that he had made a complete
circuit of the rear of the camp at the top of the
hi,gh ground.
"Well I wouldn't be much surprised if Wild
has got into trouble," the scout declared, shaking
his head. "I heard..him say, with my own ears,
that he was goin' down that way, an' that he
would meet Little Moccasin. Jim, what do you
think about it?"
"\,Vell, I reckon you had better go and try find
out something," Jim answered, quickly.
"Jest what I expected yer would say, an' I'm
ther man ter do it. an' don't yer forget it. Ther
Pawnees hRs got Arietta, but I'm mi1ghty sartin
they won't harm a hair of her head. They won't
dare to do that."
"Don't be too sure about that, Charlie," his
wife spoke up, in a frightened way. "Just because she has always escaped when she has been
captured by Injuns don't say that she will fare so
well this time."
"Don't go to croakin', ,gal. It don't sound good,"
and the scout shook his head and motioned her
to be silent. "There never was nothin' gained by
any sich talk as that, yer know. I'm goin' ter
look for Wild, an' you kin bet I'll come putty
near findin' him. Ther rest of yer stay rt:.sht
here, unless yer hear some putty fast shootin',
an' then you'll know I've got into trouble, an' if
yer kin do anything for me I'll be glad ter have
you do it."
.
So saying, Charlie picked up his rifle and a
coiled lariat. Experience had taught him that
it was a good thing to have a rope with him, especially when he went out on such an errand as
he was now starting upon. He crept carefully
along amon;g the rocks, and succeeded in reachin the higher ground, where the woods were
thick, without calling a shot from the hiding Indians on the other side of the river. He knew
very well that if they had seen him they would
surely have fired at him; so, confident that he
had been unobsel'Ved, he hurried along-, trying
hard to find the footprints of the young deadshot
who had 1gone that way some little time before.
It was not long before he succeeded in finding
the prints of Wild's feet. Then he moved along
throuigh the woods. The ground being moist
there on account of the shade, it was easy for
him to track the boy. He saw where he had
turned to the left, as though he meant tn an. t ....

"
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meet Li ttle Moccasin, and then several other footp1ints could be seen. Moccasined feet had made
them, too, so it w::is easy for him to guess that
Young Wild West had bc,en surprised and made a
prisoner bv the Pawnees.
"Gi-eat ,gimlets!" he exclaimed, under his
breath. "This is what I C'all mighty bad. They've
got Wild, an' they've got Arietta, too. Now. then,
what in thunder aTe we igoin' ter do about it?
But I s'pose I'd betteT keen right on an' feller
ther Injun trail. Maybe I'D find some way ter
rescue Wild and Arietta. I wish I'd brought
Hop along now. He's a powerful help sometimes.
Maybe I'd better go back an' ,git him. I reckon
I will."
Cha-.-lie knew very well that though Hon could
not fight much, he was very clever, and with the
aid of the crude fireworks he manufacti.ued, and
his sleight-of-hand, he could do more sometimes
than a dczeT! men mi,ght accom]llish with rifles.
He hastened back until he reached the danger
spot, and then in a ve:rv cauti· us manner proceeded to the cam-P, whkh he reached in safety.
"Couldn't, you find him, Charlie?" Jim asked,
looking at him in surprise, for he hardly expected
him to rPtu-.-n so soon.
"I rlidn't find Wild, but I f·mnd 01.1.t what's happened te:- him," was the reply. "Ther Pawnees
haP 17-, 4 him."
H\V1"' 'i, t ! 1'
Th~ [:ice oi Dart turned s1;ghtlv nale.
"T11i s is hard luck," he added, shaking his head.
"I snpp~se we had be'te1· take the trail. The
sooner the better, I 1-hi.,,k. ·
"You stay rigl,t here, Jim. I want Hop ter go
with me. Come 011, yo1l yaller galoot. I'm goin'
ter give yer a chance ter do a whole lot oi good,
an' at the1' same time have some fun. But you
ha-ve igot ter be mighty careful ho-w yer feller me
till we git to ther top of ther bank up there."
"Allee l:gh·t, Misler Charlie," Hou answered, for
l1e was always eaiger to lend his assistance in
timer. of d:.nge1· e,mecially when it was for the
bene11t o-t You;:1g Wild West.
The Cl1inaman fafrly adored the dashi11g young
deadshot, and manv times had he voluntarily
risked his life in aidin,g him.
"Have yeT got everyting you'll need, heathen?"
Charlie a~ked, as Hop crept along behind the
bonlders to his side.
"Me got1;ee evelythin,g Misler Charlie. Me
a11ec light. You 12;0 light on. Me comee vellv
nmc11ce qu'clrne, Um ledskins no see me. Me velly
smar~.ee Chinee, l'!O be.''
Charlie knew quite well that he had been as11ociated with them long enough to be pretty cleve1·
i11 woodcraft, so again telling Jim to stay right
there and keep a sharp lookout, he started off.
Hop kept closeT after him, and the two succeeded ii1 gettin,g to the top of the bank and into
the woods. Then they arose to theh· feet and
ran along, fellowing the trail Wild had made.
When they reached the spot where so many prints
of moccasined feet could be seen, the scout pointed
to them and said, in a low tone of voice:
"There, Hop, you kin see for yourself, You
know what's happened as well as I do,"
"Me unde!stand, Mislcr Charlie," was the reply.
"Me gottee plenty fi.reclacker , so be, Me makee
w,lly bi,gee timee in um leclskin camp. You go
light on, Misler Charlie. Me be light Jere."
The scout nodded, and then started along at a

jog tJ:ot. treadi:iiig on lightly and not even a twig
cracking under his feet. Hop followed his example
in this resnect, and the two went on for perhaps
a quarter of a mile. Then the trail turned shar-;>
ly toward the river, and down into a little hollow
they went, and soon emerged from the woods. As
the- scout expected, there was a shallow place
there, where stones could be seen above the water
at irregular intervals all the .vay across. He
paused long enou,gh to look keenlv into the shrubbery at the other side, and listened for sounds
that might indicate the presence of the Pawnees.
Then satisfied that it was safe to cross, he leaped
lightly from one stone to the other, 'and was soon
on the other bank: Hop was nearly as fortunate
as he, for he came across without scarcely wettlng the soles of l1i_s slipper-like shoes, Charlie
quicklv found the trail, for the footsprin,gs were
so plentiful that any one less accustomed to following- a trail than he would have picked it out
at a glance.
"Come on, Hou." he said. in a whisper. "I have
got an idea that ther redskins ain't very far
away. Most likely their camp must be around
here somewhere, anyhow."
The Chinaman nodded and smiled blandlv, iu.st
as though there \Yas no such thin,g as dang-er
likely to co11frcnt them. The scout was right
when J1e thought 1he Pawnee camp was not far
dist:rnt, for _they had not covered moxe than a
hundred yards when the indistinct sounds of low
voices r<?ached their eal"s. The scout held up his
hand, and Hop gave a nod, for he had heard as
well.
Steppin,g back to the Chinaman's side,
Charlie whispered:
"Now, then, I want ye1· ter stick right close
to me an' be· ready to set off some fireworks ther
minute I tell yer ter do it. Don't yer do anything till I tel! yer, though."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
Droppin,>i' upon his hands and knees. the scout
crept n::iisclessly toward an 01iening in -the bushes
tha t was not far ahead of them. Hop was right
after him, and the next minute the twc wer"'
peering up9n the camp of Big- Buck and hlll
braves.

CHAPTER V.-Red Wing to the Rescue.
Arietta was never more surprised in her· life
than sh e was when the sinewy arm of the Pawnee
caught her and pulled her into the canoe. She
realized right away that a trick had been played
but that did not prevent her from screaming
for help. However, she stood no chance, and
though she made a desperate stn11g,gle. she was
overpowered quickly, and the brawny hand of the
redskin was pressed tightly over her mouth.
Arietta did not faint, or come anywhere near to
doing so, She was not tr.at sort of g-irl. since she
had been born and reared in WyomillJ.g', when
savage Indians were continually making trouble
for the white settlers. Finding that it was use-,
less to strugigle, she remained quiet, and then for
the first time she realized that the canoe was
speeding swiftly through the water. This was
somewhat puzzling to her, and before she could
account for it, it slipped under some 9verhang~
ing branches, where the sunshine was shut off,
and then suddenly came to a stop. Low, guttural
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voices were heard by her, then, and turning her lowing him with her eyes, A rieV a saw him ,go to
gaze upward, she saw half a dozen painted In- the larger of the tepees, which was, no dou bt, the
dians step forward to lift her from the canoe. one he occupied. Two braves went in after him,
Her captor held his hand over her mouth until and the next minute they carnB out, carrying
he was relieved by one of the others and then the Wild, who was tied hand and foot. This was a
,girl was lifted out and carried off. bodily, tin-ough little too much for i.he brave· girl, and with a
the woods. Again she sb'uggled for her freedom, cry of dismay she sank back up0n the blankc".
"Red Wing will help you," whisneted the Pawbut soon gave it up . But by this time .she had
b~come prettv cool, and she soon decided that nt>e maiden as she pla'.!ed her arm about the girl.
the only thing for her to ·do was to wait until "Bir; Buck is a very bad man but his daughter
somethin,g turned up in her favor. She had !'o will help you."
much confidence in her young lover that she felt
This had the effect of cheering Arietta, greatlv.
it would be impossible for the Pawnees to keep She nodded in a thankful way. and then said :
hir from saving her, eventually. It was not
"How did they get Young Wild West?"
long before the gi;-1 was carried into the Pawnee
"I don't know" Red \Ving answe::-ed, sneaking
camp. Then the hand was removed from he1· ing remarkably good English. "They catch him
had
ighl
The
tepee.
a
to
led
was
she
and
mouth,
before they get you. I do not know until now."
been disarmf'd before this, so she knew how fruit"Well, it is too bad they have got him," deto
attempt
an
make
to
her
for
be
less it would
~larcd the b1·ave girl, shakin,g her head, sadly.
grasp
the
from
run away e~en if she got free
:But they dare not kill him."
of her c·aptors. She did not scream for help,
"Mv father is a very bad Pawnee," declared
since
either, for that would do little good now
\Ving, as though she feared that such a
Red
she knew very well that the trail would be easily thing might hanpen. "But I will trv to save the
followed by her friends and it was but a short paleface boy. No longer will I call Big Buck my
distance they would have to come, anyhow.
father."
She sat down on a blanket, and as the flap of
She then talked in a consoling way to Arietta,
the tepee was left open, she could see all that
· took place outside. Two braves were stationed and the result was that the two became igreat
to guard her, and when they saw how cool she friends without delay. Meanwhile, our hero was
seemed to be they talked in low tones about it. perfectly cool. He saw his sweetheart in the
"Where is your chief?" the .girl asked, sud- tepee with the Indian maiden, and though he w~.g
greatly surprised at seeing Arietta there, he did
denly.
"Ugh!" one of them answered, in his guttural not become a bit discouraged. It was not hiq
way t o do that, anyhow. He had been ·ne:rlly
way. "Paleface maiden want Big Buck."
"Yes, send him here right away," she answered, caught by half a dozen of fhe Pawnees, and
though it galled him to be caught napping in that
now perfectly calm.
,vay, he never once doubted that sornethin,g would
"Biig Buck come pretty s oon," was the reply.
Feeling that she was safe for the time, any- happen in his favor. It must have been that the
how, Arietta lapsed into silence and waited. It Pawnees who Jrnd so cleverly captured him were
was not long before she saw the chief, for it was waiting in the woods, and that he walked right
easy to tell him by his gaudy headdre8s. He had among them, for thev sprang upon him so quickly
just emerged from the bushes in the direction that he did not have a chance to put up a fight.
she had been carried from, and he was dra.gging They had overpowered him in a hurry, and when
the Indian maiden she had seen in the canoe he had been disarmed and securely bound, they
Arietta understood lost no time in taking him to the camp. At the
roughly along with him.
right away that the girl had been used as a orders of the chief, he had been placed in a
decoy for her, and that she was being dragged tepee, 11nd he had no idea what he was taken out
along much against her will. Straight for the for until he saw his sweetheart a prisoner there.
tepee the old chief came, and as he reached it he Lying upon the grnund in a helpless stale, he
pushed Red Wing, for it was she indeed, roughly waited to see what would happen next. Evidentl:s1
inside. He said something to her in the Pawnee Big Buck was satisfied that he had accomplished
1great things. for he soon turned to him, and
tongue, and then turned to leave.
"Hold on Big Buck!" cried Arietta, starting to kickin,g him roughly with his moccasined foot, he
exclaimed :
her feet. "I want to speak with you."
"Young Wild West heap paleface dog!"
"Paleface maiden sh11t up!" was the retort.
• "All_r~ght chief; you can call me what you like
"I won't shut up. You must hear what I have
now. But just wait until my turn comes," was
to say to you."
Then he came back, and a peculiar smile showed the cool retort.
"Young Wild West must die. Big Buck will
on his painted visage.
"Paleface maiden go on and talk!" he ex- nail his scalp to the top of his lodge-pole."
"All rilght; when you get it nailed there I will
claimed.
"I want you to release me a~ once," said Arietta, come around and look at it."
"Paleface boy heap much fool," and the chief
boldly.
The chief laughed as though the request struck scowled at what he thought was foolish talk
"I have some friends close by, Dig Buck," Wild
him as being somewhat of a joke.
"If you don't let me return to my friends in• went on to say, in his cool an d easy way. "Don 't
stantly, you will be sorry for it, Big Buck," the think that they will let you kill me any kind of
girl went on, trying to be as impressive about it fashion. You are having it all your own wav
now, but it won't last very long. You wan t t o
as 1,>ossible.
'Big Buck no afraid of the palefaces. Young look out for Little Moccasin, too. He is going t o
Wild West is here," was the unexpected reply. marry your daughter, and you can bet on it."
"Big Buck will k ill Li ttle Moccasin. H is s calp
Then the chief turned suddenly away, and fol-
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shall be nailed to the too of the lodge-pole too,"
fla:.;hed the Indian, angri ly.
"Al] r;,ght, you can have it that way, if it
pleases you . But if you know when you are well
off vo u will let the paleface maiden g·o. Y ou
w ill let me go, too. · If you do t hat and wash t he
v,ar-paint from youi· face and then go back
w here yo u belon,g vou might stand a f!hance of
living a little while vet. But if you don 't you
won't live very long, I reckon."
B ig Buck ,gave him another kic'.{. and though
he smarfed from t he blow, Wild pa•d no attention to it. But if he could have got free just then the
chances are the old chief Y~ould havr; felt snrry
for kicking him. Cool as he always was. there
,,:ere times when our hero nearly los+ hi s temper,
and whenever that hapµ:oned it \\'"·°' woe to the
one who had aroused him. The chief ,gave the
o,.der, and the helpless boy was drag·ged ba ck to
the tepee ag·ain. Wild was puzzled to know how
Al'ietta had been ca11turecl . He felt tint his
partners must suTely know about it . even if they
had not vet discovered wha: had happ :rned to him.
That they would come and do their utmost to
effect a rescue he had not the least doubt; hence
he was not ,greatly alarmed. So many times had
he been placed in similar si1uations that .it never
once oceurred to him but that he would snon be
free again. He hacl loo!(ec! over the camp and
was satisfied that there were not more than
twenty of the Pawnees. He figured tha f a~ many
as half ii. dozen of them must have been shot when
the. brief fight wa, in pro.gre5s. With onlv twentv
left, he regarded it as somewlrnt easv for Charlie
and Jim, with the assistance of Hop vVah, nerhaps , to effect a rescue.
Two painted braves were left to guard the
tepee. When Wild had been placed there for
the second time he decided to try and learn from
them how hi.s sweetheart had been captured. He
1,y aited a few minutes, an<l then he called out:
"Hello !"
Instantly the flap was_lifted, and the face of a
Pawnee appeared.
"\Vhat paleface boy want?" came the query.
"How did Biig Buck get the paleface maiden?"
Wild asked.
The Indian g:runted and shook his head.
''Big Buck heap much smart. He catch the
paleface maiden very quick."
"Well, if you don't want to tell me how he did
it I don't care . But I don't believe that Big
Buck had. anythinig to do with it. I think it was
ctn accident. She came h ere to look for me, and
then they found her."
This had the desired effect. The Indian seemed
to want to give the old chief all the credit that
was due him, so he told, in his own wa:v, just
how lled ·wing had been used for a decoy in the
canoe, and how Arietta had been cleverly caught
bv the brave who was lying in the bottom of the
ci:aft.
"A very ,good trick," Wild answel·ed, shaking
his head. "But that's all right. Big Buck won't
keep the gil-1 very long. Pretty soon there will
be lots of shootin,g done, and Big Buck and his
braves will go down."
"If the paleface~ come they all get shot," decl.arl'd the Indian guard. "Heap much watch."
"A U right, redskin ; I reckon that wil l be about
all."
So i;ayi11Jg, Wild t urned his head a nd closed
0

his eyes, showing that he had no f urthPr use for
talking just then . But t he Pawnee seemed to be
inclined to talk, and he went on, telling all about
the captured girl over a,gain, and taking pai ns
to declare that it would not be long· before the
helnless boy wm1lcl be slain a nd scalped.
Bv+ Wi ld paid no a t tention to him, and after
a while the Pa,vnee got tired of it and let the
flap of the tepee drnp. Perhaps fifteen minutes
pasf'ed, and then Wild suddenly heard a peculiar
sound near his feet. He lifted his head as much
a s he could, for he was unable . to use his elhows,
since his arms were bound tightly to his body,
and saw a knife slitting a hole in the skin of
the tepee. He know right away that some one
was endeavoring to reFScue him, so he remained
perfectlv silent. The next minute he felt a hand
touch his ankles. Then a rope tightened about
them, and as he looked he" saw a · portion of the
tepee drop. He felt the rope tighten about his
ankles, and then he began to move to-ward t he
openin,g·.
Slowly he was dragged a-Jong, and soon he
passed out,;ide in t o som e f'hort grass and weeds.
Then, a s though his rescuer was proceeding- w ith
the utmo ~t caution, he was dragged along an inch
or two a • ::i time. and in about a minute he found
himself lying on the ,grass beneath a tree. His
eyes ,,·~r e wide open, and when he suddenly saw
Red Wing, the sweetheart of Little Moccasin ,
appear from the bushes. knife in hand, he knew
who it was who had performed the daring- rescue.
The girl crept alon,g noi,:elessly and quickly cut
the rope that had dragged him forth . Then as
she was in the act of severing his bonds a
brawny Pawnee brave suddenly leaped toward
her and caught her by the shoulder. He fl ung
her back, at the same time utte1·ing a sharp cry.
Red W ing fled the moment she was free from
the brave. Wild made a desperate effort to get
up, but it was useless, and seeing the brave draw
a tomahawk and step forward as though to dash
out his bre.ins, he closed his eyes, The redskin
stood over him gloatingly, but seemed bent on
putting an encl to the helpless boy. If he had
gone right about it he might h:ive succeeded,
but at that inst ant the bushes parted, and Little
Moccasin leaped upon the scene. He no s ooner
saw the intruder than the Pawnee lifted his _
tomahawk higher, and bent ove1· to finish Young
Wild West. ·But before he could do it the young
Comanche had ,gi-appled with him. Little Moccasin suddenly seized the tomahawk and prevented the death-blow from being struck.
"You no kill Young Wild West!" he cried .
As they were :;truggling, Arietta :•npeared,
Red \,Vin,g:, the Pawnee maiden, had r urely been
doing great work. It had been easy for her t o
get Arietta from the tepee, but to s ,, e Young
Wild West had been more difficult, a n d she had
gone about it in the way that sug,g c~led itself
to he1· at the time. But it seemed that her
efforts wexe not to bear fruit, afte r all, for
while Little Moccasin was struggling with the
brawny Pawnee, Bi,g Buck suddenly came clashing toward the spot.
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Escapes.
The way she had been t reated by her fa ther
caused Red Wing to decide to save the captives.
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Up to the time she became the sweetheart of
Little Moccasin the old chief had always treated
her fairlv well. But since he had discovered
, that the Comanche was likely to take Red Wing
from him he had been very harsh to the girl,
even striking her at times.' Red Wing's mother
had died long since, and the education she had
received at the school on the reservation had
caused her to become weaned from the manners
and customs of the Paw11ees.
She had, of course, been tied in the canoe
against her will, and it was then ,;he resolved
to find· her lover and leave her father forever.
When the two girls were left in the tepee by Bi.g
Buck, Red Wing was not long in assuring Arietta
that she surely would arrange it so she would
have her liberty. The two ,guards sat down before the tepee, and it was not long before the
Indian maiden decided it was time to act. Then
she drew a knife, which had been concealed on
her person, and proceeded to cut a hole in· the
skin that formed the tepee. She did tl1is noiselessly, Arietta watching her hopefully all the
time. When the aperture was quite lai·ge enough
for the girls to crawl thrnugh, Red Wing quietly
sli:pped outside. Arietta followed her quickly.
Pomting to the bushes, the Pawnee maiden said,
in a whisper:
"You go around and make no noise. I will save
the paleface boy. The Pawnees are watching·
him closely, but I will find a way to get him
out of the tepee."
"Which tepee is he in?'' Arietta asked, ea,gerly.
'·That one," and Red \.Ving pointed it out.
"But before you leave me, can't you get me a
revolver?" Young Wild West's sweetheart asked,
earnestly.
Red Wing looked puzzled. But suddenly her
face lighted up, and she nodded, for she saw
lying on the ground not far distant the weapons
that had been taken from Young Wild West. In
order to reach them she must c1·oss an open
space of a few feet. But nothing- daunted, she
started to do it, Arietta crouching behind a bush
and watching her intently. It happened that
none of the braves were looking that way, so the
Pawnee girl managed to get close enough to ,get
"' one of Wild's revolvers. She might have got the
other, too, but she probably feared being detected,
and was content with what she had done. Back
she crept and placed the weapon in Arietta's
hand.
Then she again pointed in the direction she
wanted her to go to, and Arietta crept off into
the bushes. The brave girl knew quite well that
the camp was being :guarded, 1,0 she dared not
go too far, lest she might come in contact with
some of the Indian sentries. She went on around,
slowly, not knowing just what Red Wing meant
to do. Reaching what she thought was a safe
spot, she settled clown to a wait developments. It
was not long before she hea1·d a sharp cry a
short distance away, and then she arose and
stepped forward cautiously. The scene she came
upon was quite enough to excite her. There
lay Wild prosti·ate upon the ground his eyes
closed and apparently dead, while strugglin1gwith one of the Pawnes was Little Moccasin. She
was just in time to see the Comanche stop the
blow that woul_cl have put her young lover to
death. As she leaped forward, her revolver
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leveled at the Pawnee, who seemed to be get-li ng
the best of the stl·u,ggle, Big Buck appea1·ed. The
moment she ~aw the old chief. Arietta pickPd up
a knife wh ich had been dropped by the Pawnee
brave and ran to Wild. When he raised his head
and opened his eyes she gave a glad ci-y.
"Hurry up, Et!" he said, smiling at her. "Cut
me loose."
Two or three strokes from the sharp blade,
and the boy was free. But as he arose to hi~
feet he was confronted by Big Buck, who had a
revolver in his hand. The young deadshot knew
he must act quickly, so without waitinlg- an instant, he bounded forward and struck the olrl
chief a stinging blow between the eyes with his
clenched fist. Big Buck staggered back, and then
Wild turned his attention to the brave who was
clinging desperately to Little Moccasin. A quick
blow behind the ear caused him to let g·o his hold
and reel to the ground. But Big Buck was calling for his braves now, and it looked as thoug·h
the chance to escape was slim indeed .
"Run, Wild," said Arietta, placi..n,g the revolve1·
in his hand. "I ,vill be safer than you. If I am
caught it will make no difference."
"Come on!" called ouL the boy, al" he seized
her by the arm.
But at that instant two of the-Indians who had
been- stationed as guards came from another direction. Crack! Crack! Wild knew he must
fire, so he dropped them quickly. Meanwhile,
Arietta had torn herself from him and had
started to flee in the direction of the river.
"Come on, Little Moccasin!" cried the young
deadshot, as he saw the Pawnees coming from
almost every direction. "This is no place for us."
The Comanche picked up the tomahawk that
had fallen from his foe's hand and quickly followed him. Arietta was perhaps ten yards ahead
of them when suddenly she uttered a s.harp cry.
"They've ,g-ot her again!" exclaimed Young
Wild West.
"They no hurt her," declared Little Moccasin,
pushing him off to the left. "Come this way."
There w:as no he! p for it, for with only· four
shots in his revolver, the boy would stand little
show against so many, He did as Little Moccasin suggested, and away they went, swiftly,
through the woods, a yelling crowd with them.
The Comanche was a swift runner, but he quickly found that Young Wild West was his match.
On they went until they at last reached the spot
where they might easily cross the rive1·. Once
there they looked over their shoulders, and seeing
the forms of half a dozen of t11e Pawnees coming alon,g through the woods, Wild called out to
his friends on the other side.
"Look out for them. Shoot the moment vou
·
see them."
Then he leaped upon the stones, followed by
Little Moccasin. Crang ! crang ! The redskins
yelled fiercely, but did not come to the edge of
the woods. Two or three shots were fo·ed by
them but they went wide of the mark, and th·e
nex~ minute Wild and the Comanche ·were safely
behmd the breastworks on the other side of the
river.
"So you got away, eh, Wild?" Jim Dart asked,
as he ,gripped his churn's hand. "Did you see
anything of Charlie or Hop?"
''No. Did they g·o ·to look for me?"
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"Yes, and Arietta, where is she?"
"They've vot her. She got away once. · But
after she had cut me loose the Pawnees caught
her again. But it's all right, Jim. We'll have
her soon enough. Little Moccasin saved my life."
"Well, he left here shortly after Charlie and
Hop, and he said he was going direct to the
camp. It was a good thing he did so."
"Me ,go there. but me no see Cheyenne Charlie
and the Chinee," declared Little Moccasin, shaking his head. "Me see Red Wing pull Young
\Vild West from the tepee. Then me hurry and
get around to where she was. But a Pawnee
come, and she run away. Me no know where
Red Wing is."
"She will turn up all right, Little Moccasin,"
Wild said, assuringly. ""She is a very brave
girl, and I give her credit for acting as she has
done. She has dared to go against the will of
her father, and that means that she will surelv
come to you as soon as she ca:n."
The young Comanche chief nodded.
"Me go and find Red Wing," he said, as he
turned to· leave the camp by creeping away behind the rocks and bushes.
"Look out they don't catch you," cautioned our
hero. "I am going out myself in a few minutes.
I just want to fit myself out a little first. They
took all my cartridges when they caught me."
Little Moccasin said no more but left the camp.
Wild knew that there must be some of the
Pawnees hiding behind the trees on the other
side of the river, so as soon as he had provided
himself with another revolver and sufficient cartridges, he picked up his rifle, which he had
not taken with him when he set out before, and
proceeded to watch for them . It was not long
before he saw one of them creepilljg along the
bank to the right. The Remi11gton spoke sharply,
and the death-yell of a Paw11ee rang out.
"How manv of them are ovel" there, Wild?"
Jim Dart asked, as he turned for a moment to
the young deadshot.
"There were about twenty, as far as I can
judge, but the one I just shot make one less. I
think when you fired into the woods you k~lled
one, too."
"Yes, I heard his death-yell, Wild. It was
our friend who fired, too. I don't know whether
he hit anything or not."
"I hardly think I did," Grant spoke up. "I
was a little nervous when I fired, I think."
"Well, you don't want to get nervous," \Vild
observed, with a smile. "Keep cool, and never
pull the ti·igger until you are sure you have got
your object covered. That's the secret of straight
shooti~, you know."
"I'll do as you say next time. But say, this is
what I call awful business. I had no idea I was
going to run into any such thing as this when
I started to ride down into Texas on horseback."
"Well, you will get to your destination all
right. It won't take us limg to clean out all
the Pawnees there are around here. We have
clone such things many times before, you know."
The boy spoke in such a cool and easy way
that Grant became reassurnd. He looked at him
in silent admiration, and then:· he nodded and
gripped his i-ifl.e firmly, showing that he meant
business. After waiting for about ten minutes
and not heari~ anything more from the Indians
on the othtw side of the river, Wild decided to

go and look for Charlie and Hop, and at the
same time rescue his sweetheart. He knew pretty
well that Big Buck would not harm· the girl,
though he might treat her rather harshly. He __,
feared, however, that if Red Wing had been
caught her father might go so far as to kill
her for what she had done. But somehow he•felt
that the Iudian maiden had not been discove1·ed
by the Pawnees.
"I am going the same way I went before," he
said to Jim, as he was leaving. "This time I
will take care that I don't' get surprised. ,:When
I come back again, Arietta will be with me, I
think."
The boy had never been more determined in his
life, and bent unon accomplishing his purpose, he
crept away in noiseless fashion and soon reached
the higher ground, where the woods would hide
him from the watchful eyes of the Pawnees who
must be watchi~ from across the stream. But
he did not lose any of his caution, however, and
keeping both eyes and ears open, he we11t along
in the same direction he had followed when he
set out before. It was easy for him to see the
tracks of Charlie and Hop, and he followed them
on until he came to the shallow place where they
had crossed the river. Wild knew it was a dangerous undertaking to get across, since no doubt
Big Buck had scatteeed his braves around to
watch for the enemy. But he felt that he must
get over, so rifle in hand, he stepped to the edge
of the water and then hurriedly started to cross.
When he found himself safely on the other side,
he breathed a sigh of relief and then followed
the trail in the direction of the camp. He was
not long in getting close enough to it to hear
the excited vgjces of the redskins.
"Ahl" he exclaimed, under his breath, "I reckon
those who followed me and the Little Moccasin
have gone back to report what happened to them.
I wonder where Charlie and Hop are. They
certainly must be around here somewhere."
The bov crawled along upon his hands and
knees now, following the course that he knew
must have been taken by the scout and the clever
Chinee. The trail led to the left when he L2.'()t
pretty close to the end of the clearing in which
the Indian camp was located, and as he continued
on for a few yards she suddenly saw something
moving not far ahead. Wild paused and watched. A few seconds later he caught sight of
Cheyenne Charlie, who was just takinig his position behind a big· tree, his rifle raised as though
he was waiting for a chance to fire. Swiftly the
boy crept up to him, and so careful was he in
doing it that he touched Charlie on the leg
before he was aware of his presence.
"Wild!" exclaimed the scout, in a whisper.
"I cau,ght you that time, Charlie," was the
reply. "Suppose it had . been an Indian instead
of me?"
"Well that's all right. But I know putty well
that there ain't no In,iuns around here. They've
all got together in theu- camp, an' they're putty
much excited, I reckon. Have you seen anything
of Hop?"
"Why no; where is he?" and the young deadshot looked surprised.
"I don't know. He's bee11 ,gone putty nigh half
an hour. He started ter creep into ther camp, an'
that's ther last I seen of him. I caught a
glimpse of you an' ther Comanche when yer
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run away, an' I seen 'em fetch Ariett:J. back. It
was ther Pawnee squaw what got Arietta out.
I was watchin' then, an' I seen 'em come out
by a hole that was cut in ther tepee. I was goin'
r take part in ther game, but I thought every~:ning was goin' along so nice that I had better
keep still. Ther Pawnees was actin' putty savage
ter Arietta, an' it looked one time as though they
was goin' ter kill her."
""\\There is she now, Charlie?" the young- deadshot asked, as he turned his gaze toward the
camp, which was only about a hundr~d feet away.
"They've got her over there. She's in ther
middle of that bunch of Injuns. I was waitin'
ter ee if they was goin' ter hurt her, an' if
they was I was ,goin' ter let 'em have some
lead."
"Well, they may feel very angry toward her,
but I hardly think they will dare to harm her.
But where is Red Wing, Charlie?"
"I ain't seen her since she was sneakin' around
through ther weeds over there afte1· she come
out with Arietta."
"Good! They haven't got her, then. No doubt
she is hiding somewhere. But-hello!
What
are the Pawnees up to, anyhow?"
No wonder the boy was startled, for at that
-'IJJ].oment Bi1g Buck was seen pulling on a rope,
the other end of ,,·hich had been placed about
the neck of Arietta.
"Charlie" said the boy, his eyes flashing dangerously, "I reckon we've got to do something
pretty quick no,v. Arietta is in great peril."

CHAPTER VIL-Arietta•~ Peril.
'-!.'hen Hop Wah left Cheyenne Charlie he was
bent upon cioiug something that would not only
be a benfit to those who had been captured by
t.he Pawnees, but afford him some amusement as
well. The clever Chinee never once feared that
he would be harmed by the Indians, for so many
times had he shown his ability to take care of
him_s elf that he almost thought he was invincible.
He was not long in discovering- th,it Wild was
in the big tepee that was occupied by the old
chief, so he resolved to try and reach it. It was
llO easy matter to do this.
However, after a
rather lengthy period he managed to get between the lines of the guard and creep softly
toward the tepee.
Most of the time Hop had been behind the
bushes and so was unable to see what was goinsr
on. He, of course, knew nothing of what Red
Wing, the chief's daughter, was doing, and he did
not see her come with Arietta from the tepee the
two had been placed in. When he finally 1got
within a dozen yards of Big Buck's tepee he
remained in a listening attitude for a while, and
satisfied that there was a good chance to go
ahead, he took the risk of crossing a little open
spot and manaiged to get behind the flimsy structure of skins. But when he got there he found
a big hole had been cut in it, and this surprised
. him not a little. He looked in and found the
place empty, as far as anything in the way of a
human being was concerned.
"VeUy stlange," he thou,ght, shaking his head.
"Maybe Misler Charlie allee samee comce and
gittee Misler Wild outee. Me no undelstandee."
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Then a stmng feeling came upon him to crawl
into the tepee, and, unable to resist 1t, he did so.
There were blankets and trapping~ there in
plemy. The old chief had brought with him,
when he struck -cmt from the reservation, about
all he could ca1;ry in the way of finery and other
things he might need. Hop looked them over
and grinned. It struck him right away how easy
it would be for him 1o disguise himself as an
Indian. He crept softly to the front of the
t rpee and peered 011 s:d
Ji;.st then a shout
sounded from somewhere back of the camp. He
saw Big Buck leap to his feet and start that
way on a run.
''vVhattee mattee'?" muttered the dever Chinee.
"Misler Wild allee samee gittee away, and um
chief go lookee for him, so be. All right. Me
puttee on um war-paint and makee vellv Jl;oodee
ledskin."
Having decided upon this, he lost no time in
donnin1g -some of the chief's finery. There was
paint there, too, and producing a small handmirror, Hon quickly daubed it upon his face
until it surely looked like that of an Indian with
his war-paint on. He tore some feathers from a
head-dress he found there, and wove them into
his queue, Indian fashion. Then he selected a
dirty and torn blanket, and threw it over his
shol,ll.ders.
"Lat allee light," he muttered, as he surveyed
himself in the glass. '·Me waitee hern lillec while,
and len me see whatee happen."
The only thing· he had to fear was the return
of the ci1ief, who mi,ght take a notion to come
into his t pee. If he could see him coming he
might easily creep out through the opening, but
the. chief would surely discover it, and then he
would 1nobably be after him in a hurry. But
Hop had two 01· tluee big crackers with him,
and he kept a couple of matches in his hand, so
he, mtg-ht strike a light whenever he chose and
set them off. Lying on his stomach, he peered
from the opening· at the front of the tepee and
watched c'.1e red kins who ·eemed to Le grea.ly
excited. Suddenly two shot<; rang out. and th,'n
he knew that Wild must have ,got away from
them. He believed it was Charlie who had fired
the shots. however, but did not P-et excited over
it. The Pawnees ran wildly in the direction the
reports came from, and Hop chuckled to himself.
"Ley no catchee Misler Wild and Misler Charlie," he muttered. "Me wonder where Missee
Alietta is. Now, Jen, me go lookee."
The entire camp was deserted in a very few
seconds for all the braves had started in the
pursuit. Hou stepped softly out of the tepee and
started to look into the rest that were scattered
about rather close together. At length he came
to the one that had been occupied by Arietta and
Red Wing, and when his keen eyes saw that this,
too1 had been cut open at the back, he tg"ave a
noel of satisfaction.
"Missee Alietta allee samee gittee 'way, too,
so be," he said. "EvelythliIQg allee light. Now,
len, me bettee go, too."
But just then he heard hurried footsteps and
not wishing to be caught there for fear he might
be recognized as an interlouer, he turned into
the tepee that had lately been occupied by Arietta
and the Indian maiden. Hop crouched there and
looked out. Three of the brave,; were returning.
Several horses were tied near the camp, and
0
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when he saw them station themselves near the
animals he concluded that they had been sent
back to watch them. They were within fifty
feet of him, too, so the Chinaman decided to
wait there a while, knowing that- he could easily
leave the tepee by the rear. But he had not
waited more than five minutes before exultant
cries we1·e heal'd ar.d then in came Big Buck and
several of the Pawnees two of whom were dragging Arietta with them. Hop's face fell.
"Missee Alietta no igittee 'way, so be," he
thought. "Lat velly muchee bad. But allee light;
me fixee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
The Chinaman had been away from Cheyenne
Charlie so long that he had no idea as to his
whereabouts. But satisfied that -it was he who
had effected the escape of Wild, he decided to
be the one to save Arietta from the Indians.
Meanwhile, Arietta was being handled rather
roughly by the redskins who seemed to be very
an,gry at her. Big Buck was talking and mak-.
ing all sorts of motions with his hands. and
Hop could readily understand that he was in
a very ugly mood.
He counted the Indians and found there were
seven of them which, with the three who had
come back to look after the horses made ten
all told. He knew there were more of them,
however, and judged that they must have gone in
pursuit of Wild and Charlie. Meanwhile, the
captive girl was bein1g dragged directly toward
f he tepee. Hon grew a little uneasy when he
saw this, for it struck him that they meant to
place her there. He looked around the small
interior of the tepee and seeing a heap of blankets
l'ight at his side which no doubt had been intended for a bed, he hurriedly crept under . it
and lay as flat as he could. He had barely go'r.
in this position when Arietta was thrust into
,he tepee. Then he saw the hands of an Indian
busily fixing the rent in the skins, for he had not
covered his face un, and could look out from that
side. The rent was temporarily repaired, and
then he knew that the tepee was being well
guarded on all sides.
But Hop never once feared that he would make
a failure of it now. Arietta was within two
feet of him and he was not long in making his
presence known.
"Missee Alietta," he whispered, softly.
The girl gave a start. But she reco~ized his
voice right away and looked about her in surprise.
"Me allee samee under here, Missee Alietta,"
:ame from beneath the blankets.
"Oh!" she answered, softly. "Hop, I fear they
mean to kill me. They are very ang1·y at what
b.as happened. Wild has got away, I think, and
I came very near doing so myself. But I am
satisfied, so 1011g as he is free."
"Lat allee light, Missee Alietta. Me fixee pletty
soonee. We gittee outee here."
Hop th1'0w aside the blankets so she could see
him, and then turninig himself so he could look out
of the front of the tepee, he watched and waited.
Standing directly before the opening was a stalwart Pawnee, a revolver in his hand. Half the
time he kept looking inside, so Hop had to be
very careful. But the Chinaman kept watching,
and after a few minutes had passed he saw some
more of the Indians coming, until at last he
knew that there must be as many as fifteen of

them outside. Accordin g to what he had seen,
he believed this to be the full n umber, for he
knew very well that several of them had been
shot since the trouble had started. Arietta moved
a little closer to him, and then holding her head
in her hands, as though she was weepin_g, she~
said, in a whisper:
"Did you see anything of the Indian girl,
Hop'!"
"No, Missee Alietta," was the reply.
"I can't imagine where she went. It was she
who got Wild out of the tepee over there."
"Me thlinkee Misler Charlie gittee him outtee,
so be,"
"No, but where is Charlie?"
"Me no knowee, Missee Alietta. He comee with
me, and waitee i11 um bushes."
"Well, that's all right, then. Probably he has
either followed Wild, or he is somewhere close
by right now."
The girl saw the feathers in his hair for the
first time.
"Did you try to make it appea1· that you were
one of the redskins, Hop?" she asked.
"Lat light, Missee Alietta. Me allee samee
Pawnee, so be. Heapee muchee blavc."
"Well, maybe you will be able to do something,
shortly. Just lie still for a while. We can ,
afford to wait a few minutes, I think. They
are holding a pow-wow out there."
The minutes flitted by, but there seemed to be
no chance to make their escape. ·Three Indians
were guardini_g- the tepee closely, and each of them
was armed with a revolver, ready to shoot. Hop
at length decided that it was time for him to do
something.
"Me allee samee makee big-ee fireclacker igo
bang, Missee Alietta," he said, in a very low
tone of voice.
"Not yet, Hop. Wait a while. We'll give Wild
a chance to get back here. The distance to our
camp is not far. It will not take him more than
ten or twelve minutes to igo there and get back
again. I am sure he has made his escape, for
about all the Pawnees have come back here."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta. Me waiteee lillee
longer."
He did wait for about ten minutes, and then
just as he was thinkinn- of goin,g ahead with
his scheme and give the redskines a big surprise,
Big Buck suddenlv ran to the tepee. The Chinaman barely had time to conceal himself under
the blankets when the old rascal seized Arietta
and pulled her outside. A brave stood ready
with a rope, and before the girl could imagine
what was going to happen, a noose had been
thrown over her head and drawn tightly about
her neck.
"We hang the paleface maiden !" ex-~laimed Big
Buck, savaigely. "Young Wild West no find her
alive if he comes."
The l;>rave girl's heart beat wildly now, for she
realized that she was in great peril. She did not
doubt for an instant but that Big Buck would
keep his word. He was fiendish enough to do
anything, and no doubt he felt like havin,g revenge upon Young- Wild West. Hop knew he
must aot now, so he quicklv threw aside the
blankets and leaped to his1feet. Out came a big
cracker, and striking a match, he applied . it to
the fuse. There was a hiss, and then the Chinaman hurled the explosive missile right into the
1
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group of 1·edskins, regardless of the fact that
Arietta was in their midst. Bang! The explosion that followed was almost as loud as that
of a small cannon, and instantly the scene was
enveloped in a thick cloud of smoke. The dis._ guised Chinaman had measured the distance carefully, and he leaped forward to save the girl.
A scream sounded, and he knew then that
Arietta must still be fast to the rope. But he
pushed his way through the struggling Indians,
who seemed to be temporarily demoralized, and
as the smoke lifted f9r an instant he saw the
girl being dragged afong. Out came his knife,
and with a quick slash he severed the rope. Then
he leaped over a Pawnee who had been knocked
to the ground in the scramble that followed the
explosion, and catching her by the arm, he pulled
her from the spot. He had barely emErged from
the smoke with his fair companion when-Crang! crang! Two rifle-shots rang cut.
"Hip hi! hoolay!" ,shouted the Chinaman, for
he knew that help was at hand.
The Indians now fled in every direction, for
they expected to be shot down without quarter,
Big Buck was one of the foremost, and he made
for the horses. Hop had turned in the direction
the shots had been fired from, and a few seconds
r later he was met by Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie, who stepped from ~hind the
bushes.
"Oh, ,vnd !" Arietta .exclaimed, as she ran
to her young lover, joyfully. "I really thought
it was all up with me that time."
"Well, we were just going to make an attempt
to save you, Et, when that firecracker exploded.
Charlie says Hop has been missing a long- while,
but he showed up at the right time, as usual."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me allee samee light
here evely timee."
"Well, I reckon we have taken the camp, all
right," the young· deadshot observed, as he saw
three or four of the Pawnees ridiD4g away. "But
we may as well make a clean job of it, I think.
Come, Charlie, there are other ponies there, so
we will get after them. I would like the pleasure
of taking old Big Buck alive."
"Right yer a1·e, \Vild," the scout answered.
"We'll git him, an' don't yer forigit it."
"Et, you go on back to the camp with Hop,"
said our hero, nodding to his sweetheart. "I
reckon you won't be bothered on the way. We
have got the Pawnees on the run. We will be
back in about an hour at the most."
"All right, Wild," the gi:rl answered, for she
was always ready to do anything he advised.
She saw the two get a horse apiece, and start
in pursuit of the redskins, and then she turned
with Hop and headed toward the river. Reaching it, they found a place to cross, and were not
long in reachinig the camp, They found Jim,
Anna, Eloise, Horace Grant and Wing there.
Little Mocassin had set out on his own hook for
the purpose of trying- to find his sweetheart. Anna
and Eloise were delighted at the safe return of
the girl, who was still pale from the peril she
had passed through. They hugged and kissed
her until she was almost breathless. When she
finally was able to relate what had happened to
her they listened in silence.
"They were going to hang you, eh?" Horace
Grant said, his eyes flashing-. "The fiends! I
had no idea that there were any bad Indians in
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these parts any more. What does it mean, anyhow?"
"Well, it means that if they are the only ones
who are inclined to be bad they will soon be
tllken care of, Mr. Grant," Arietta answered,
with a smile. "Wild and Charlie are after them."
"I think I had better go, too," spoke up Jim
'
Dart.
."Well, go on, Jim. Wild and Charlie took
horses they found at the Indian camp. You
probably will be able to overtake them, if you
ride fast."
Dart gave a nod and then quickly saddled his
horse. He was not long in mountinig, and he
rode down to the ford and soon cros~ed the river.
"Now, then," said Arietta, who waa now quite
composed, "the only thing we can do is to stay
here and wait until tjiey return. You can rest
assured, however, that Wild will take the old
chief, dead or alive. He will never iet him .i?et
away after what he saw him tryiD4g to do to me.
I came within an ace of being hanged and I am
thankful that I escaoed."
"Well, I won't feel exactly safe until this bad
band of Pawnees are cleaned up," declared Grant
•
shaking his head.
CHAPTER VIII.-Little Moccasin Weds Red
Wing.
Little Moccasin had not been idle during the
time that elapsed since Young Wild West left
the camp to go to the rescue of Arietta. He
crossed the river, bent upon finding Red Wing.
The Comanche was well armed, and the set
expression on his face indicated plainly that he
was not to be trifled with, and: should any of
the Pawnees dare to dispute his way there must
surely be a flight. With the Indian cunning and
stealth that had been born in him, Little Moccasin made his way noiselessly through the woods
an_d soon reached a point from which he could
overlook the camp. Knowing full well that it
would be entirely out of the question to tl·y
and gain the consent of Big Buck for the hand
of his daughter, the younig Comanche had but one
purpose in view now, and that was to urge Red
Wing to leave her people and take up her lot
with him.
But where was she? That was the question
that disturbed how now. He looked vainly about
the camp-five. The Indians were grouped together not far from the chief's tepee and he
could plainly tell that they were in an u,gly mood.
It happened that just then the chief strode to
the tepee and then dragged forth Arietta. When
Little Mocassin saw the rope placed about her
neck he involuntarily raised his revolver and
started to creep closer. He meant to save the
white girl at the risk of his own life. Nearer
he crept through the bushes, and just as he was
going- to make a desperate attempt to save her
Hop exploded the cracker which had such ~
disastrous effect upon the Pawnees.
Little Moccasin lay still, then, for he realized
tha t other help was at hand. He watched
through the smoke and saw Big Buck and his
braves rushing madly about, and when he finally
saw he old chief mount his horse and go ridin,;,.
awav he sprang to his feet. But just then Young
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie appea1·ed on the
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scene. Little Moccasin saw them running for the
horses, and then he gave a nod of satisfaction.
He decided that he must have a horse, too, for
somethin,g seemed to tell him that Red Wing
must have fled from the spot, after all, .and
probably her defeated father would rlnd her. He
had nearlv reached the few mustangs that remained tied to a tree when there was a rustle
in the bushes, and then his sweetheart appeared
before him. She was clasping her hands and appeared to be much distressed.
"Red Wing!" exclaimed the Comanchee, putting out his hands.
Something like a sob escaped the 1girl's lips,
and then ~he flew toward him and fell into his
arms.
"Take me, Little Moccasin," she said. "I will
never again live with the Pawnees."
With br1ghtly shining eyes, the Comanche
stroked her glossy hair.
"We go and make Big Buck say it is all right,"
he said, solemnly.
Red Wing looked up in surprise, and then
gave a nod. That was quite enough for him,
so he hastily ran forward, and just as he was
selecting two of the horses, so they might ride
away, three Pawnees dashed upon the scene. No
doubt thev had concealed themselves, waiting fozthe opportunity to get the horses and make their
escape. They stopped still in their tracks when
they saw the Comanche and the daughter of the
chief.
"U,gh !" exclaimed one of them, menacingly, as
he 1·aised the revolver he held in his hand.
"Stop!" exclaimed Red Wing, in the Pawnee
tongue. "Big Buck has lost the fight. He made
a great mistake in fighting the palefaces . He
will now go back to the reservation and live in
peace."
The Pawnee dropped his hand and slowly slipped the revolver back into the holster that hung
from his belt. But the others did not seem to
be exactly satisfied. Suddenly they fan forward
and attempted to grap1,le with the young Comanche. There was no help for it now. A 1gleaming knife had crept in Little Moccasin's hand, and
the blows he dealt were savage and rapid. Soon
the two braves lay upon the ground, bleeding
from their wounds, while the other shook his
head, and mounting one of the horses, rode away.
"Come. Red "\:Ving," said Little Moccasin, as
he· viewed his fallen foes with a certain degree of
pride.
She 'nodded, and then, assisting her to mount
one of the mustangs, he sprang upon the back
of another and then thev set out in the direction
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
taken but a short time before. It was evidently
the purpoi::e of the voung Comanche nuw to make
old Bi,g Buck give his consent to the marriage
of his daughter.
'
Through the woods they rode for perhaps half
a mile, and then they came to an open spot. In
the distance they could see the stragglers of the
Pawnee band riding for their lives, with Youn~
Wild West and the scout in hot pur::suit. So close
were the two to them that it seemed that the
:fight must soon be ended. Yet no ~hots were
being fired. Red Wing could see her father, who
was now fleeing like a whipped cur, and she
shook her head sa<lly, but said nothing to her
Comanche lover. On they rode, and when they

were half a mile from the pur:;ued and their
pursuers, shots were heard. One by one the
Indians fell, and in less than two minutes only
one was still in the saddle. It was Big Buck,
and when she watched with staring eyes and saw
that Young Wild West and his partners had
ceased firing, but were bearing down swiftly upon
the lone fugitive, she nodded and looked pleased.
"Young Wild West will not kill Big Buck," she
called out to Little Moccasin, who was two or
three lengths ahead of her.
"No, he want to take alive, Red "'ing," was
the reply.
Meanwhile, our hero and the scout were rapidly
bearing down upon the chief, whose horse seemed
lame and could not ,go with any deg1·ee of speed.
The shots that had been fired by the fleeing
Pawnees had failed to hit them, but they had
shot with telling effect, taking care not to hit
the old chief. Wild had gathered in the rope
that had been tied to the mustang he had selected to make the pursuit, and he was now ready
to rope the chief.
"Swin;g out to the left, Charlie," he said. "I
will go to the right. I reckon we'll soon have
him now."
But bent upon making his escape, Big Buck
rode on with dof[,ged determination. However, it
was a faint hope, and soon he found the young
deadshot i:;o near him that he brought his horse
to a halt and raised his rifle, which he had
clutched during the flight, and fired several shots
from it. Whizz ! The rope flew through the air
in snake-like fashion, and down came the noose
over his head. A quick jerk, and the old chief
went sprawling upon the gi-ound. Young Wild
West dismounted in a hurry and was at his side
before he had recovered from the shock can~ .1
by the fall.
"Well, Big Buck," said the boy, coolly, as he
bent over him, "I reckon it is all up with yo1L
I don't believe there are more than half a dozt1,.
of your braves left to tell the tale. You brought
it on yourself, so you shouldn't complain. You
started the fi,ght, and this is the finish."
The chief arose to a sitting posture, and folding his arms across his breast, looked definitely
at the boy.
"Young Wild West shoot Big Buck!" he ~xclaimed.
"No, I am not goin,g to do that. That would
be one way of making a good Indian of you, but
I am not going to do that. Big Buck, I am going
to sparn your life because you have a daughter
who is alLogether too good to be a Pawnee. She
is riding here now. Look that way and you will
see her."
The chief turned his eyes slowly in the direction he pointed, and when he saw Red Win,g and
Little Moccasin bearing swiftly toward them he
sprang to his feet and uttered the war-whoo_p
of the Pawnees.
"Big Buck kill Little Moccasin I" he cried.
"No, you won't, not if I have got anything to
say about it," the youn,g deadshot retorted. "You
just behave yourself now, or I will be compelled
to tie your hands."
"Let him alone, Wild," sugge~ted Cheyenne
Charlie who had reached the ;:;ccne by this time
and hafted. "If he tries any treacherous game,
I'll put a bullet through him.''
"Never mind about that, Charlie," was the re0
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ply. "He feel;;- pretty sore over his defeat, so he
has cause for acting in this way. I am igoing to
see to it that he gives his consent to his daughter's
•marriage with Little Moccasin. After that I may
•
take a notion to let him go."
The boy now stepped over to the old redskin
and coolly took from him the knife and revolver
that he still had on his person.
"I told you you had to behave yourself, Bi,g
Buck," he said, sternly. "I reckon you know what
I mean when I say that, don't you?"
"Young Wild West heap much brav.~."
"Yes, that's all right. But here come Little
Moccasin and Red Wing. We will soon settle
this piece of business. You ought to be ashamed
of yourself when you have such a fine daughter.
You are a dis.g1·ace to her."
Little Moccasin and the Indian maiden soon
rode up and dismounted.
"Well, Red Wing," said our hero, in his cool
and easy way, "we have your father here. I
thought it best to spare his life, but I assure you
it was entirely on your account. He was doing
his best to kill me, but that's all right. He didn't
cir it, and he is alive yet."
"I am very ,glad, Young Wild West," the girl
answered, as she slipped from the back of the
mustang she had ridden to the spot.
Then she stepped forward a few steps in a
timid fashion, looking at her father meanwhile.
"Little Moccasin," said the boy, as the Comanche dismounted, "come over he1·e."
The Comanche nodded and obeyed.
"Now, then, I reckon Big Buck is willing· to
let you have his daughter fo1· your squaw. Just
ask him."
"Bi1g Buck," said Little Moccasin, in a businesslike way, "me want Red Wing for my squaw."
"Red ·wing not my daughter. Me no care,"
was the angry response.
"Hold on, you can't renounce your d?. u,g;hter as
easily as all that," Wild spoke up.
"Little Moccasin can take Red Wing. Me no
want to see her again."
"Well, I reckon that's all right. If I were her
I wouldn't care to see you again, either. Go
ahead, Little Moccasin. Red \Ving is yours."
, The clatter of horses' hoofs sounded just then,
and looki1JJ1; in that direction, Wild saw Jim Dart
rapidly nearing the spot.
"Hello!" he exclaimed, with a smile of satisfaction. "Jim is coming. That shows that A1·ietta
and Hop must have got back to the camp. We
will wait till he gets here before we go any further with this ,game."
It was not long before Dart came riding to
the spot.
"Hello!" he exclaimed, as he reined in his horse.
"So you have got the old chief, eh, Wild?"
"Yes, I thought it would be a good idea to take
him alive," was the reply. "Did you see anythin1g
of any Pa,vnees running a1·ound loose?"
"Yes, I saw two. One was riding off to the
right, while the other went to the left. There
_ are quite a few dead ones scattered around,
though."
"Well, that's all right. It couldn't be helped.
They wanted us, and to save ourselves we had
to get some of them, that's all. Now, then, I
will tell you what has happened here. Big Buck
has told Little Moccasin that he can have his
daughter."
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"That's good."
"And I am going to let him ,go."
"What!" exclaimed Dart, looking surprised.
"Yes, what do we want to be bothered with
him for? If we take him a prisoner to the post
it will only cause us two or three days delay.
It will be all right, anyhow, for he will surely
have to tell what happened when he's caught or
,goes back the1·e. My standing with the army
officials is all right, so I am not going to bother
to even make a report, unless it is demanded of
me later on."
Big Buck had remained silent, his hands hanging at his sides, and bis head bowed.
"Now, then, Big Buck," said the boy, coolly,
"there is your horse over there. Go and get him
and go on about your business. I don't care
where you go, but let me tell you one thinig: If
I find you following us, I am going to put a
bullet where it will do the most ,good."
Big Buck will go back to the reservation," was
the reply. "Young Wild West great paleface boy.
The Pawnees no want to firrht the palefaces. They
no want to hunt for the game out of season."
"Well, it took a whole lot to make you change
your mind. But I reckon it will be a lesson to
you, so go on, and 1·emember that it is for your
daughter's sake that you have been spared."
Without saying a word to this, the old chief
strode swiftly toward his horse, which had stopped to ,graze, something like a hundred yards
away. Our friends watched him until he causrht
the an"imal and mounted.
"Well, I reckon that will be about all," said
Young Wild West, in his cool and easy way.
"Come on. We will ride back to the camp. If
we happen to meet any of the Pawnees on the
way we will give them a chance and tell them
that their chief has gone back to the reservation.
It is hardly likely they will attempt to put up a
fight now, for there are not many of them left."
They all mounted and were soon riding at a
canter in the direction of the river. They met
none of the Indians, for they had taken care to
make good their escape, and as they started to
cross the river ·a cheer went up from the other
side, and then the girls appeared, waving their
hats, followed by Horace Grant and the two
Chinamen.
"Well, it seems that it has turned out all ri,ght,
after all," said Grant, when they dismounted.
"Yes, everything is all right,'' was the reply.
"Now, then, I reckon we may as well remain here
until to-morrow morning. since the afternoon is
pretty well gone, and it will hardly be worth while
to set out now. Little Moccasin and Red Wing
will 1go with us. Most likely we will strike a
settlement before you get to the ranch you are
heading fo1·, and if we do, we will see to it that
they are married in legal fashion."
They remained at the camp until the followingmorning. Nothi~ more was seen or heard of
the few stragglers of the Pawnee band, so they
set out, and in due time struck a healthy little
settlement, where a parson was found who was
quite willing to tie the knot. It had got noised
throu,gh the settlement that there was to be a
marriage ceremony performed, so when our
friends rode to the house where the parson lived
they were followed bv quite a crowd. The parse~
soon saw that he could not accommodate them all
in the house, so suggested that the ceremony take
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place under the big shade trees in front of the
house. This was thought to be all ri,ght by every
one, so the couple, who were very modest. as
might be supposed, stepped forward and got in
position. Just then Hop, who was bound to have
a little fun out of it, hurried forward, carrying a
small Japanese parasol over his head, and bowing in Oriental fashion .
"Me allee samee standee uppee with um blide
and gloom,"· he said to the surprised minister,
"Me velly smartee Chinee, so be."
"What-what does this mean?" the good man
asked, hesitatingly, as he looked at Young Wild
West, who had made the arrangements for the
ceremony to take place.
"That's all right, dominie," the boy answered,
with a smile. "That's our clever Chinee. Don't
mind what he says. Let him sta_nd up with them.
It is all r~ght." ·
"Just as .you say," and then the couple joined
hands and the ceremony was quickly gone
through with.
"Me likee kissee um blide, so be," said Hop,
stepping forward, as though he intended to do it.
Red Wing drew back quickly, and just the vestige of an angry gleam shot from the eyes of
Little Moccasin. But when he remembered the
part the Chinaman h~d played in the rescue of
Arietta, he changed mstantly and put out lus
hand.
"Chinee heap much brave!" he exclaimed.
"Lat allee light, Lillee Moccasin," was the reply. "You allee samee velly nicee ledskin, so be.
You livee velly muchee happy with Led Wing.
Havee plenty lille papooses. Heap muchee g-oodee
timee. Hip hi! hoolayl Evelybody velly muchee
happy. Me allee samee likee Melican sportee!"
Then he seized the astonished cleryman and
began whirlin1g him about in waltz time, ·while
the crowd roared with laughter. When the excitement had subsided the clergyman was fol·ced
to laugh heartily, and declared that it was a
fitting wind-up to the ceremony, especially when
Wild handed him two 1gold coins for the trouble
he had taken in making the two one. When Hop
saw this he gave a nod, as though he had just
thought of something, and turning to the newly
wedded pair, he said:
;,Me havee makee lille plesent to um blide, so
be. She likee havee nicee lillee flower lat she
keepee velly muchee Jong timee. Me fixee." .
Then he dropped upon his knees and began
feeling about on the ,ground.
"Me allee samee findee softee spot, so be," he
declared. "Now evelybody watchee."
He pl'Oduc~d a rather large seed which looked
as though it might ha·,e qm1e from a pumpkin
or squash.
"What do you propose to do, my Celestial
:friend?" the clergyman asked, lookin,g at him in
i;tzl'prise.
"Me allee samee plantee um seed; len pletty
eoonee velly nicee flower glow," Was the bland

ra::;ily.

"The Chinaman is somewhat of a maJ);ician,"
Wild explained.
"Evelybody watchee!" exclaimed Hop , as he
drew forth his big- yellow silk handkerchief,

which had served him so many times to assist in
his feats of sleight-of-hand.
The clever Chinee carefully buried the seed in
the ground, and then he suddenly flung the hand-._.
kerchief over the spot, arranging it so it re- ·
mained ln the form of a cone. Hop arose to his
feet, made some mysterious passes over the handkerchief with his hands, and then nodding to Red
Wing, said:
"You takee uppee um handkelchief."
She looked at Little Moccasin, who nodded
approvingly, and then she stepped over and lifted
the handkerchief from the ground. A c-ry of
amazement went up from the crowd. Upon a
small shrub which appeared to be rooted in the
ground was a handsome red rose. Red 'Wing
did not seem to mind because the ro·se was made
of paper. She seized it, eagerly, and thrust it in
her hair, at the same time bowing- her thanks
to Hop, The Chinaman was voted to be a real
wonder, and the parson insisted on shaki11g hands
with him.
With the thanks that came from Little Moccasin and Red Wing ringing in their e:,rs, YoungWild West and his friends set out with Horace
Grant toward .;he ranch that Grant said wa;:; _
only twenty miles further to the south. Thu,;
the adventure which we have named "Young Wild
West and Little Moccasin; or, Arietta's Pawnee
Peril" came to a termination. But. there were
many yet -ahead of the dashing young deadshot
and his friends, as the reader can well believe.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST STOPPING A 'SHOOT-UP'; or, THE
GRUDGE THAT NEVER WAS PAID."

SOLD TORSO OF VENUS FOR $40
The history of some pieces of marble which
were found buried in a field at Sinnessa, near
Naples, in ancient days the site of the Greek colony, has formed th~ subject of a long drawn-out
law case, in which the Government has at length
secured an important verdict.
The fragments were apparently of no particular value, and the farmer sold them for 100 lire
($40). They were on their way to their new
purchaser when the Government Director of Antiquities, Professor Spinazzolo, ordered him to return them to Naples for examination. The professor, having looked at them, exercised his powers of compulsory purchase, and bought lhe fragments of $50.
Under his direction they were cleaned and put
together, when they appeared as the torso of a
beautiful Penus, undoubtedly by the hand of
Praxiteles (the greatest of the Attic sculptors of
the fourth century B. C.), and w01·th several million lire (over $1,000,000).
,.
The farmer sued the Government for half the
value of the find, and after gaining verdicts in
two courts, lost his case when the Government
took It to the Court of Appeals. The statue is
now one of the moRt precious pos~ecssions of the
Naples National Museum.
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CURRENT NEWS
"' \TER FROM KING SOLOMON'S POOL
Two of the leading hotels of Jerusalem al'e
supplied with water from King Solomon's pools.
These famous pools watered the gardens of the
ancient Hebrew ruler 3,000 years ago.
RECORD LANDHOLDERS
A peasant family has been found in France that
held the same land for nine centuries, handed on
from father to son since 1023. · But in China,
south of Peking, a peasant told an inquisitive foreigner that . his family has held the same little
plot of ground for more than 2,000 years.
PEARL BEDS DISCOVERED ·
The Gove1·nment Inspector of Madrass Fisheries
is reported as having located no less than twenty
miles of pearl oyster beds in the Gulf of Mannar, between Ceylon and the southernmost coast
<lf India. The beds are still young, acconling to
advices r~ceived by the Fa1· Eastern Division of
the Department of Commerce, .and the earliiest
date of maturity is 1926, but in 1926 extensive
operations are anticipated, in accordance with the
industrial development policy of Madras, which
may restore to some extent India's former pres-

tige in the pearl export trade. T he only pearl
fisheries of any importance in India at )JTesent
are along the extreme southern coast and t he
Mergui Islands, off Southern Burma. The latter
are exploited by J aoanese divers, and the production enters but slightly into Burmese exports.
ELECTRIC STORMS ARE DANGEROUS
Professor McArdle of Harvard University r ecently . made public a list of sug·g·estions for action during severe electrical · storms. One point
that he emphasized was that, contr:u-y to the belief of some -people, thunderstorms really are
dangerous. He advises people to get under cover
but not to stand under a tree during a storm.
The human body is a better conductor than the
tree and hence would attract the lightning.
His advice consists largely of a series of
"don't." Don't stand in an open doorway or at
a window near a chimney. Lightning follo,vs air
currents to a great extent. Disconnect your
radio aerial and ground it before the storm
comes. Farmers should not t:e cows and horses
to a wire fence nor to a tree. He observes that
it is unwise to stand in an open doorway and
watch -the lis-htning play.
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Magnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside il1ustrations - Twice as many and better pictures
than before - In.t irnate talks with the greatest picture
stars - Splendid stories of the very best film plays - And
all sorts of news from the studios
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If you thought "Moving Picture Stories" was a 'bright, sparkling little magazine in
Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. No room here to tell you all the good things it contains. J.ust
buy a copy and you will be delighted at all you get for 7 cents.
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GOING IT ALONE

«"

haust the treasure. He had no idea of how much
was there and he at last grew tired of taking
it out.
-Or,There was now a question uppermost in his
mind, and that was what to do with it all.
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
He cared little for wealth. He had lost all an.1bition to become a great man of affairs. The
world no longer presented temptations to him and
By DICK ELLISON
he believed that he would always live the life of
a recluse there in the mountains.
The grandeur and solitude of the life appealed
(A SERIAL STORY)
to him. He grew greatly interested in the wild
life about him. Day after day he spent in comCHAPTER XXI.-(Continued).
munion with the wonders of the gxeat wilds. The
"I have a few hundred dollars in my pocket. If animal life and the beauties of nature were suffiI was to see a case of dire necessity I would cheer- cient to him.
fully part v..ith every penny of it. But I fail to·
He had learned to despise the affairs of the
see why I should permit you to be the judge and world outside. So he placed little value on thP.
gold that he had acquired. He used only enough
the dispenser of my own charity."
The road agent lowered his pistol. He smiled of it to buy supplies at Green River with. Unand advanced, holding out his hand. Tom was der the floor of his humble shack the1·e was now
over two hundred thousand dollars worth of gold.
surprised.
It was a fortune that was mighty to him. He
"To prove my sincerity, which I can see that
you doubt," said the robber, "I am going to ask remembered the clay he left Cadiz and how he
an apology from you. You are right. I absolve had hoped to make a modest fortune and some day
you from the act. We will part good friends. I return. This ambition had departed.
It was possible that Tom Arnold might have
wish you success, for I can see that you never
will become one of that money-grabbing kind tnat carried out his new idea of life and always spent
enriches a class and leaves the rest of the world his existence in the wilds had it not been for a
strange accident.
to starve."
Tom took the strange crook's hand. For a moOne day as he was 1·eturning from a trip ovel'
ment he looked into the eyes behind the mask. the ranges of the hills he heard a faint cry for
Then the robber was gone.
help. He turned down a little path and came to
Tom never forgot this experience. Indeed he the bottom of the pass. Here was the stage road
felt a pang of regret when a few weeks later he over which journey the travelers who came and
heard that the famous and dread Black Dick of went to the mining camp.
the inountain trail had '.been caught by the sherTom saw a man lying in the trail. He was not
iff's posse and hanged. He drew a deep breath.
able to stand on his feet. In a few moments Tom
"Maybe his methods were wrong," he said, "but was by his side to find that he was unconsciou~.
his pm·poses were right. It is a strange world." He was very pale and thin. Tom bent down over
The experience with the road agent made a him and saw that his clothes were shabby and
deep impression on Tom Arnold. Still it did not torn. There was every indication that he was in
serve to change him and he had no purpose to extreme poverty. In a moment the full sympathy
adopt such extreme views. However, Tom at last of the orphan bov's soul was aroused and he e,erted his strength and took the attenuated figure
i-eached Green River.
He did not linger long in the place. He found on his back and carried it to the cabin.
What followed was afterward like a dream to
that it was a hotbed of criminality and conuption, as many young mining places are. There the young prospector. For days the stranger was
in delirium, but at last the careful nursing and
were all sorts of men there.
He was glad to turn his back to the place and good food revived him and he lived.
wander again into the hills. There he built a
A very little incident will sometimes change
shack far back in the wilds and ,l>egan again his the entire career of one. So it was with Tom
work of seeking gold.
Arnold.
Tom was not luck at first. But one day he
The coming of Daniel Wharton to his shack,
struck his pick into a bank of marl and in a mo- which was by the accident of a mere chance,
ment he saw yellow particles rushing down with turned the orphan boy from a purpose that he
the sand. He eagerly picked them up and saw never would have believed he would relinquish.
that he had at last struck luck. There was gold
For weeks Tom nursed the unknown man and
in plenty.
at last this good care and food had results. WharIn less than twenty-four hours he had taken out ton lived. He was a refined man of the better
over fifty thousand dollars' worth of the stuff. He class and from the first was a mystery to the
'knew that he had located a fortune, and was boy.
sure to be Tich. It was a thrilling thing and for
He had great eyes that held a light of sadness. ..a time he was gold mad and feverishly picked out His manner was gentle like that of a woman. He
the nuggets and stored them away under the seldom spoke, but looked at his benefactor with
floor of his cabin.
wonder and interest.
Day after day Tom dug gold from the bank
and so-m found that he would not be able to ex(To be Continued.)
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G'OOD READING
THE LARGEST BELL

A church in Cincinnati, 0,, claims to have the
largest bell in the United Sta_tes and, next to the
one at Moscow, the largest rn the world, Tlus
bell is 10 feet in diameter and 12 feet high and
weighs 30,000 pounds. When it was hung a nu_mber of years ago its deep tones shattere9 windows in nea1·by buildings and threatened to shake
the supporting tower to pieces. Since then it is
sounded only by tapping it with a hammer.
PET BEAR RAN AMUCK
Thomas Pennington, rich San Francisco iron
manufacturer, was forced to kill a valuable brown
bear that had been a pet at his home fo1· three
years when the bulky beast broke his leash and
ran amuck.
When the bear entered the dining- room of
the house he was followed by- J. W. Cole, _g'trdene•·,
who was stretcl1c-d flat by one of the bear's great
paws. Bruin was slain by a charge from a shotgun in Pennington's hands.
ITALIAN GOVERNMENT BUYS COIN
The Italian Government has just purchased
the fine collection of coins put together during
many years of patient. res<>ai:ch by the late Commissioner F1·ancesco -Gnerchi of Milan.
It consist; of over 20 000 pieces, of which 900
are gold and for its richness, beauty, variety and
excellent state of prnservation it ranks as one of
the great numismatic collections of the world.
Its "'em is a unique exemplar of the gold medal
of T!1eod0Tic, and it also includes a series of 500
rare medals executed in the three metals, gold,
silver and bronze.
MAKING SKIMMED MILK INTO IVORY
{;...!llbining beauty with utility, a materia\ is
being made from skimmed milk by a process recently brought to the United States from England. As it is non-inflammable, odorless, and can
be drilled glued and dyed, it has a multitude of
uses as a' substitute for ivory. ebony, amber, tortoiseshell, horn, and other similar products: :13esides it may be used as an almost perfec-t 1m1tation 'of many natural products of great price,
amono> them being Chinese jade and lapis lazuli.
A brilliant polish is easily obtained and it can be
bent, pressed, and, to some extent, molde~,. or
machined. As it is a non-conductor of electnc1ty,
it may be used in making decorative radio and
lighting fittings. Also it has been found valuable for ships' cabins, hand-rails, automobile fixtures and in the making of beads, buckles, buttons, 'jewelry, fancy ornaments. cigaxette holders,
""" combs, brushes, carriage handles, parts of furniture, pencils and penholders, organ stops and
piano keys.
·
"GHOST" PHOTOGRAPHS

The strange appearance of a protographic
Image of a small child's head on an ordinary

piece 0f glas<s ( a clock P.;las~ 5 inches in diameter) after it had been silvered to serve as a mirror is reported by E. Robinson.
An expert has reported that the image is evidently of phot0graphic origin, and that it was
probably caused by a head being cut from a photog.raph and pasted on the glass.
The image "·as transferred to the glass, either
by some obscure process resulting from contact,
or by the action of light, so that when the protograph was removed and the glass silvered, the
head still showed on the glass surface. The expert describes experiments which he tried with
photographs attached to a similar glass surface
and exposed to an arc lamp for four hours. In
these cases when the glass was silvered, after
remo...-al of the protographs, the images were•
quite 1·ecognizable.
The exact cfluse of these irnaP.'"" rPnuir" further investigation, but here may be one explanation of the "ghost" photographs which from time
to time are alleged to have been taken by spiritualists. They may be produced by the use of
glass that h::is been exposed to a strong lio-ht under a negative or a picture, and that has had the
image tramferred to it by light or mere contact.
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INTER.ESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
LOUD-SPEAKER VOICE FOR DRILL
SERGEANT
If 250-lusty-lunged sergeants of the regular
army should get together and shout "Fall In,"
in their best drill-ground style, the effect would
scarcely equal that of the voice amplifier recently
purchased by the Signal Corps and installed in
mobile form on a motor truck. The new equipment can be used to handle large bodies of troops,
to make speeches and music audible to as1;1emblies,
or to supply entertainment received by radio.
The apparatus is technically known as a public
address system. Sounds are picked up by a highgrade transmitter placed a few feet from the
speaker, or near the bandmaster's stami, if music
is to· be handled. The electrical output of this
transmitter is increased about a half-million
times.
RADIO DATA DISCLOSED
E. W. Alexanderson, chief engineer of the
Radio Corporation of America, in a recent lecture delivered before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, told that the radio central
has six ground connections distributed over a
distance of one mile. One hundred and fifty
miles of wire are buried in the ground. He
pointed out that practical data make possible a
general rule that the most economical wave length
for communication over a certain distance is
about one-five-hundredth of the distance.
It has been found that the speeds in words per
minute is directly proportional to the amplitude
of the wave. A signal field strength of fifty
microvolts per meter corresponds under average
conditions to a speed of fifty words a.minute.
THE RADIO COP
Radio-equipped motorcycles have been put into
service in the East to cope with automobile
bandits. Aerials in the form of a loop a1·e attached to a sidecar which carries the receiving
apparatus. Two men are detailed to each maehine, one to drive and the other to act as radio
operator. By the use of the radio, Police Headquarters. are able to keep in touch with each
machine and dfrect its movements.
It has also been found of advantage to fit up
the automobiles used by the officers with wireless. Where their work requires lengthy travel,
it is often necessary that they be kept advised
regarding the happenings in several neighborhoods at the same time. Fire and Police Bureaus
employ this means to report or send in alarms in
cases of emergency. Where river and water
front patrols are used, the radio serves to get
needed information from shore offices in the event
that their aid is needed in locating the point of
trouble.

...

WAVE ANTENNA MINIMIZES STATIC
Specialists studying the subject of atmospheric
disturbances now recommend a new type of antenna about ten miles long, to minimize the effect
ot static. Such antennae a1·e used in connection

with several transcontinental stations. They consist of telegraph wire mounted on ordinary poles.
It is not turned to any particular frequency, and
waves of all lengths travel along the wire with
the velocity of light. The Hertzian wave thus
starts a wave on one end of the wire. This wave
travels along the wire while the original ether
wave follows beside it in space, constantly adding
energy to the wave on the wire, just as the wind
starts a ripple at one shore of ·a lake and rolls
it up to a lal)ger wave as it travels along. The
wave intensity in the wire grows and becomes a
maximum at the far end of the wire.
On the Atlantic Coast most of the static disturbances, come from the southwest whereas the
European messages come from the east. The
wave antenna thus separates the signals from
the disturbances so that the signal appears at the
east end of the wire and the disturbance at the
west end. Most of the energy of the disturbance is destroyed by absorption in a resistance at the
west end of the wire.
COUNTERFEIT UV-199 TUBES
It is reported that numerous attempts have
been made to counterfeit the UV-199 tube and
several imitations are now on the market. In
external appearance the bootleg tubes closely resemble the 1gtnuine product, making it difficult to
detect the difference. The carton markings instruction sheets and trade marks etched on' the
tube have been closely copied. However, the
electrical characteristics of the two tubes are
very different. According to engineers of the
General Electric Company, none of the manufacturers of bootleg tubes have been able to
dupli~ate the 60 milliamp,,1·e filament, one outstanding feature of the UV-199. Many of the
countel'feits require as much as one-fourth ampere. Dry batteries are quickly exhausted when
the imitation tube is used.
The General Electric Company has devised a ·
plan for a simple test. Connect thre·e six-inch
dry cells in series with the tube to be tested and
an ordinary · 50 watt Mazda lamp. If the filament of the radio tube does not take more than
60 milliamperes it should light up to almost
normal terperature. If the tube is not genuine
and the filament requires more than 60 milliampe-res the resistance of the Mll,,Zda lamp will rise
due to the higher current flowing through it and
the voltage on the tube will be so low that its
filament will not light. In making this test allow
the tube to rei:n~in in the circuit ~t least thirty
seconds, thus g1vmg the Mazda lamp filament time
to heat up to constant temperature.
SLEEP AND LEARN RADIO
The instructors of the United States Navy
have had difficulty in teaching the radio code to
some of their students. Apparently certain minds
could not memorize the tricky dots and dashes as
well as others. Many students were at their wits'
ends till some one hit on a brilliant idea.
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The subconscious mind has a memory 99 per
cent. perfect, whereas the conscious mind is very
poor in that department. While man is asleep
the subconscious is dominant, the consdous being
_z..oµt of the way for the time being. Well, then,
said the instructors, put the men to sleep with
phones -On their ears and send the code while
they slumber. When they wake up they will
know it perfectly.
There was a good deal of joshing when the
scheme was announced, but listen to the report
from Pensacola, Fla., where the innovation was
inaugurated:
"When ihe test was started twelve students
were unsatisfactory. After two nights, during
which the radio code was sent to these students
in their sleep, only two were unsatisfactory, and
these two had left the class Before the experi'ment was finished, professing their disbelief."
So the instructors have the last laugh, and
many a man who has despaired of ever learning
code may take fresh hope.
WIRED WIRELESS
Wired Wireless, ol' the application of radio
telegraphy and telephony to power wires and
s.ther continuous conductors to form a "guided"
system of radio communication as distinguished
from" the usual "unguided" system, is about to
receive a practical test in broadcasting operations. There has been formed an organization
for the purpose of broadcasting talks, news, musical numbers and other features over the lighting lines of a power company in the vicinity of
New York. The plant is to charge a nominal
fee to the electric light consumer for the privilege
of listening to the wired wireless programs. The
company undertakes to supply a receiving set
which may be plugged into any socket or receptacl_e. A simple receiving set with crystal detector and a pair of ear-phones is supplied at
the lowest fee; a single-tube set is supplied for
a higher fee; and a thr~tube, loud-speaker set
complete, giving the same service as a phonograph, is supplied at the highest fee. The tubes
are supplied with filament current directly off the
lighting current, from the same plug connection
that receives the radio energy. Plate batteries
r "B" batteries are still employed, since it would
1·equire too elaborate an arrangement to do away
with them, and the current consumption for the
plate circuit is such that "B" batteries last for
long periods. The wired wireless programs are
to be of a high order, and are to cover a period
of' some eighteen hours out of the twenty-four.
On occasion, the broadcasting station plans to
pick up programs from other broadcasting stations and transmit them over the power lines. It
so happens that wired wil·eless has many advantages over the usual "space" radio, among
them louder signals and less static interference.
DEMONSTRATIONS TO FARMERS
The National Radio Chamber of Commerce,
,assisted by manufacturers and distributors of
· adio apparatus, has started a campaign for the
purpose of educating the farmers in the practical
value of radio on the farm. The importance of
~his movement to the radio industry may be
Judged by the fact that one-third the population
of the United States live on farms. It is esti-
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mated that the farmers possess one-half the country's buying power. The need of weather forecasts, crop and market reports, as well as entertainment and educational talks, furnished b:v
radio, make the agriculturist One of the nation's
biggest users of radio.
First-hand information in the form of letters
and telegrams received by the National Radio
Chamber of Commerce from hundreds of' farmers' organizations indicate that the leaders among
the farme1·s are keenly interested in radio as a
practical utility.
Manufacturers and distributors of radio equipment are entering into the plan, and are sending
out demonstration parties with receiving i,ets
and loud speakers, the Chamber securing for them
also the privilege of exhibiting their instruments
and taking orders.
Demonstrations so far have been chiefly confined to county picnics. Those in New York
State occurring in August have had an estimated
attendance of about 160,000. Following the picnics, the county fairs furnish an opportunity to
reach the farmers in large numbers. These are
beginning now and extend well into the Fall.
The farm is specially adapted for radio, since
it is free of great steei structures, which reduce
the signal's volume and decrease the distance
over which radio music can be heard.
COLORS TRANSMITTED BY RADIO
Colors can now be sent by radio.
Mr. Le Roy, the inventor of the apparatus, explains that his process is merely an adaption of
the now familiar "telephotography." He has
used the ordinary three-color printing principle,
by which all colors are reduced to the primaries
red, blue and yellow. Combinations of these tones
produce the other shades desired. By the use
of color filters three plates are made, and when
these three are printed on one surface the colors
blend to give the wished-for reS'Ult.
In the transmitting machine a cylinder receives
the imprint of the picture through a screen which
breaks up the image into tiny dots, exactly as a
half-tone is made. These dots form insulating
material, so that when the cylinder is revolved a
needle in contact with it, which establishes an
electri<; circuit, is forced to break the current
whenever a dot appears. These breaks make
the sending apparatus transmit coresponding
breaks, which are received and transformed into
light waves by means of their effects on a
delicately balanced mirror. The light waves are
printed on a photographic film on a cylinder
which revolves at the same speed as the sending
cylinder.
Mr. Le Roy simply tripled this process. He
made three sending cylinders, one of which printed only the red parts of the picture, one the
blue, and one the yellow. He sends these three
cylinders in succession; they are received, the
films developed, and· the three results superimposed. The result is the same as in the threecolor printin,g process, and when printed under
color carbons the tints and hues appear exactly
as they were at the sending end.
Now if some genius will only ' let us receive
the actual images of' actions, such as baseball
g·ames and races, the radio life of the world will
be complete, and man can stay at home without
missing anything that g·oes 011 in the world about.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
HEN LAYS THREE EGGS A DAY
A hen which laid three eggs in a single day is
owned by Henry Ward, Tiffin, 0., printer. The
hen, a baned Plymouth Rock, made this record
:recently, laying one egg shortly after daybreak,
another at noon and a third in the afternoon. A
trap nest used by the hen attested the accuracy
of the record.
SISTERS GET PRIZES AS PIG BREEDERS
Grace Wilson, twelve, of Bloomville, . 0., who
last year won the county pig contest, repeated
recently when she was voted the champion raiser
of Seneca County. The award was made at the
county fair. Her p~g scored 92.7 points. The
prize is a trip to the Ohio State fair. Her sis. ter, Lucille Wilson, won second place with one
point lower.
PAYS $5,000 FOR BRANCH OF TREE
Pruning shears of Lewis Mood spared a branch
while he was trimming his apple orchard in Farl'ell, N. J., several years ago. By one of those
l'are tricks of nature that particular branch bore
apples different from those on the rest of the
tree. The other day leading horticulturists from
fifteen States closely inspected the apple and declared that Mood had accidentally discovered a
new variety.
The parent tree bears apples striped with red
and green. The new apples which developed on
a single branch are a deep dark red and have no
stripes. The visiting horticulturists found Mood's
tree in a big wire cage erected a year ago to protect it after a large nursery company had paid
him $5,000 for the single branch bearing the new
fruit.
Fruit experts said that there is no question that
a most promising new variety of apple haJ; been
discovered. As this apple is to be further tested
out, the public will learn little about it for another year or two. It has not yet been given a

name.

HOW SNAKES ARE CHARMED
The secrets of snake-charming are much simpler than most people imagine. The snakes to be
handled are gorged with food until they become
drowsy, or else they are drugged so that their _
senses are dazed. Sometimes they are kept in
i,ce boxes, and the cold puts them in a semi-torpid
condition. In either case the snakes are only
half alive. In handling the reptile, the hand must
always grasp it at certain places where the head
can be guided and held from the body. This is the
hardest thing to learn, but, like everything else,
it comes with practice. By dint of dexterity and
strength, the snake is easily passed from one
hand to the other and is allowed to coil about the
body. The snake charmer, however, must always be on the alert. When the snake becomes
too lively, it 'is put back in the ice box. In
handling a reptile with the fangs in one requires
great strength, as the strain on the system during the performance is very considerable. The
grasp and movements must be precise and accurate. There is no room for hesitancy 0l' uncertainty. Most of the snakes handled, however,
are harmless, so far as poisoning is concerned.

.,
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· LAUGHS

Lady (at piano)-They say you love good music. Youth-Oh, that doesn.'t matter. Pray go
on.
Visitor (lifting little Irene)-Goodness, Irene,
but you are solid! Little Irene-Course I am.
Did you think I was plated?
Mamma-Teacher tells me you were naugh,;ty
in school to-day. Why did you not tell me yourself? Tommy-Why-er-you alw1;1ys told me
not to tell tales out of school.
"Going to America, Pat?" "Yis, sor, an' I've
got to get thel'e soon, too." "Why so?" "Me
cousin in Chicago had me nominated as alderman,
an' I must lave Ireland in time to take me sate
in the common council."
Facetious Tra¥eler (poking his head out of the
car window-What place is this'? Native (leaning against the depot-Paradise, Kentucky, suh.
Facetious Traveler-It is, eh? Well, this is how
far from where? Native-Half a mile from the
distillery, suh.
Little 'Rastus came home from school one day
and asked: "I say, paw, why does dey allus put
D. C. after Washington?" "Why, chile," replied
the old colored man, "I's surprised at yer iginance. Doan' yer know dat D. C. means dat
Washington wuz de daddy ob his countcy?"
The foreman was going from one man to another with a sheet of paper in his hand. When
he came to Sandy McKie he said: "Sandy, this
is a subscription to get a wreath for Jim Lomond, who died last week. All your workmates
have given a dollar each toward it." "Och, mon,"
replied Sandy, "that'll make me and Jim square
noo. He owed me a dollar, onyway."
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
NEW COUNTERFEIT $20 NOTE
The Federal Reserve Bank has sent out a warning against a new $20 counterfeit note. The note
is drawn on the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco and described as. follows: Check letter "C"; plate No. 55, Carter Glass, Secretary of
the Treasury; John Burke, Treasurer of the
United States; portrait of Cleveland.
The note is a protographic production on two
pieces of paper, between which silk threads have
been distributed, and the work is so poor, especially in the portrait of Cleveland, that a detailed description, the bank explains, is unnecessary.
COST

OF

FUEL MAY RESTORE WINDMILLS TO USE
With the cost of coal going higher and higher
'each year and the strikes of miners making it
almost impossible to obtain coal at any cost, the
question of power is becoming a pressing one.
Electricity depends upon coal, unless it be hydroelect1·icity, in which case it finds its source in
water power. And water power depends upon
hills and valleys and rivers. For the fiat, open
country that is devoid of rivers, water power
offers no solution.
'
Wind goes everywhere and no one owns it or
can make any charge for its. use. The odd ~hing
is how little use we make of It. A hundred years
ago the windmill was a familiar sight all over the
country and especially in England. To-day, the
only windmills one sees are those on steel towers
used here and there for pumping water from
deep wells. Why is it that we do not _still e1:1pl~y
this free gift of Nature? For one thi"!1g, wmd IS
inconstant and coal has been comparatively cheap
until recent years.

ASLEEP IN SHAKESPEARE'S ARMS
Fast asleep in the arms of the big statue of
Shakespeare that adorns the Forbes street entrance of Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburg, the
book that is a part of the statue forming part
of his bed, a man was observed by pedestrians
and automobilists passing in Forbes street about
9 :30 o'clock the other day. After the sleeper in
his strange "bunk" had attracted considerable attention, some one notified the police at the Oakland station.
When Policemen M. Callen and J. Fallon of the
patrol crew and Motorcycle Patrolman H. Hyer
went to investigate, they found they could not get
~e man down from his high perch w_ithout mecnanical aid, but the task was accomplished after
they procured two 15-foot step ladders. A big
crowd gathered and watched the operation of sliding the man down to the street. How he managed
to climb into the arms of the statue, or when, the
J)olice did not learn.
T he police took the fan to the Oakland Police

Station, where a charge of drunkenness was
placed against him. He said he was Thomas Sullivan of Edmond street.
IT TAKES MONTHS TO MAKE A DOLLAR
More ~han $20,000,000 i:n greenbacks and $1,000,000 m stamps are made by the United States
Gover1:m~nt every day. Such great care attends
the prmtmg of notes that thirty days are necessary to complete the processes to which one sinple bill-$1 or $10,000- is subjected. Alt hough
millions of dollars pass through the plant daily
'.3-nd are left openly on desks, not a single guard
IS placed over the m~m_ey, nor are employees
~earched. Instead, a nipd system of accounting
IS enforced, the notes bemg counted fifteen times
and the stamps ten before being sent out.- Should
a shortage be discovered the plate printer and
those who handled the bills must replace the
amount of the missing notes. Most of the greenback~ are one and two dollar notes. The $10,000
note IS t~e l~rgest ;111ade, but there are only a few
of them m c1rculat10n. Stamps requiring less attention than the bills, come f~m the presses at
the rate of 40,000,000 a day. While most of them
are ones and twos, the Government turns out
some at $5.
GEESE THAT WEAR SHUES
Certain cities of Europe have been at one time
or another famous for /l,n odd reason, and that is
for their geese, thdugh there were other seasons
for their fame.
Rome, according to an old story, was once saved
by geese that cackled when invaders climbed over
the wall. The city of Strasburg is known all over
the world for the flocks of geese that are' still
seen there, and for the dish called ''pates de
foie gras,'' which the geese supply. But Vilna in
Russia has the strangest story of all to tell about
geese, for V~ln'.1 raises a great many geese for
market, and It 1s the custom to drive to Warsaw
many miles away. So, to make the geese mor~
comfortable on their long journey, the farmers
give them shoes.
It would be difficult to guess how these shoes
are put on the geese, with their funny threecornered feet. Do the shoes have fino-ers and
t~umbs like mittens? Are they all in ;ne piece
hke Western shoes? Are they sandals with a
strap over the big toe? No, they are shoes made
to fit the feet of the geese exactly, and the
funny part of it is that the goose fakes his own
shoes. The farmer only helps.
First the farmer gets a bane] of tar, soft and
sticky, and spreads it out over the ground in a
small inclosure, right next to anot~er, where 1.b.c
,ground is covered with fine sand. Then he drives
the geese through the tar and into the sand. The
tar covers the feet comfortably without pinching
anywhe're, and the sand sticks to it. Presently
it all becomes hard together, and the sand and
tar boots are ready to go to Warsaw.
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BURNING GAS TO MAKE ICE
Burning gas to make ice sounds impossible but
that is what a device designed for use in co1~nection with small refrigerators does. Placed in the
basement, it will furnish 1·efrigeration for three
flats. The gas flame under a tank vaporizes a
chemical that passes through several coils and extracts the heat from the refrigerators. Then it
passes back to the tank, where it is again vaporized, and travels the same route as before. The
operation of the machine is automatic, there are
no moving parts, and it is perfactly silent. Once
set ~t the temperature desired in the ice ,box, it
re9mres_ no _more attention. Besides, as the refr1gerat1on 1s perfectly dry, it prolongs the life
of the ice box indefinitely and keeps food pure and
sweet for a longer period than is possible with ice.
As there is practically no loss of the chemical
used, the mach\ne c~mtinues to operate as long as
the ~ame re!Ilams lighted, and there are no parts
to 011 or adJustments of any kind to be made by
the user.
TO EXCAVATE PUEBLO. VILLAGE
1'reil M. Judd has gone to the Chaco Canyon,
N. M., to resume explorations of the most importment prehistoric ruin in the United States.
¥r. Judd is director of the Pueblo Bonito expedit10n of the National Geographic Society. In a
few days teams will be hauling away stones and
earth. A canyon which has been deserted for an
unknown period of time will hum with the sounds
9f ·industry. This Pueblo Bonito was an aborigmal apartment house containing 900 rooms and is
four stories high. There is a single outer wall
all around it, but the pueblo is semicircular, with
a long row of one-story houses connecting the
wings. Forty rooms are on the ground floor and
cover an immense space. This house would accommodate from 1;500 to 2,000 persons. The question now is, where was the water supply, and
where the forest which supplied the timber for
the huge beams? Mr. Judd has been three years
on his job and will stick to the end, when success
will crown him.
IT'S THE WOLf IN A DOG THAT HOWLS
Why does a dog howl? Science says it's the
strain of wolf blood in the canine that causes the
soun_d. Just as a reasonable human being, under
the mfluence of some violent emotion will sometimes give way to a primitive instinct which
would shock his reasonable normal self, so the
best trained dog will occasionally revert to the
savagery of his ancestor, the wolf. For the faroff father of alJ the dogs that live to-day is the
wolf. Differeni varieties have gone their different ways, as nature V.'l'ought changes in appearance of the different types, acc@rding to their
needs.
The pointer is only an exagger~ted instance of
man's improvement on nature. Eivery dog pauses
before his spi-ing; man selected to breed from the

dog which paused longest, and so in time arrived
at a dog which pointed and didn't spring at all.
The greyhound is another instance; fo1· his particular job he needed little scent and little brams,
but perfect eyesight and speed. By selecting
only those dogs which possessed these qua1ines
the present type was 1·eached. But every dog,
wherever he lives or whatever use man is making him, come from the common source, the wolf.
Exactly as a man will often raise his head in
uncon scious imitation of his caveman forbear, so
your pet dog will at times show the instincts of
his parent wolf. His instincts may even carry
him to the point, if he be a shepherd dog, where
he will kill the sheep he has so faithfully watched.
Watch your dog turn round and round before lying down by the fire, just as the wolf makes h,,nself a lair; listen to him how 1, as the wolf how ls.
The cultivated domestic dog barks, but exactly
as man sometimes reverts to his instincts, so the
best of dogs will sometimes forget that he is a: •
dog, and urged on by the strain of wolf that is
within him, will lift up his nose-and howl.
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''-W e pay him $100 a week''
"AND he's worth every cent of it. Came
here several years ago asking for a job.
He got just that-a small job at a small salary.

fl

"Then I forgot about him-hardly knew he
was on the payroll until one day I got a letter
from the International Correspondence Schools
telling me that Thomas A. Andrews had enrolled for a course and had received a mark
of 98 for his first lesson.

.

, "'There's
myself, so I
Pretty soon
suggestions.

a man worth' watching,' I said to
began to keep tabs on his work..
he began coming to me with
I could almost see him growing.

"Somehow, he was the first man I thought
of whenever there was a position open. And
he always made good because he was always
• preparing himself for the job ahead. We pay
him $100 a week now and he's going to be
earning even a larger salary some day. I
wish we had more men like him."

HOW
do you stand when your employer checks
up his men for promotion? Does he think
of you? Is there really any reason why you should
be selected?
Ask yourself the se questions fairly. You must
face them if you expect advancement and more
money. For now, more than ever, the big jobs
are going to men with specia I training.
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One hour a day, spent with the I. C. S. in the
qui.et of your own home, will bring you more
money, more comforts, more pleasure, all that success means.
Don't let another priceless hour of spare time
go to waste I Without cost or obligation, let us
prove that we can help you. Mark and mail this
coupon now.
-
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people; large!-lt, best; estabUshed many yen.rs.
Ihom1ancts of nttractive, congenial, wealthy members
everywhere, wort.11 $4.000 to $400,000, wlUing to marry.
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BE A DETECTIVE
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tor secret 1nvestl'gation in your district. \Vrlte C. T.
Ludwig, 521 Westnve.r Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Big issue with descriptions, photos, IUtmei. and actdreasoa. 25 conts. No
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Worlr home
or travel o:-:perience unnocessa'ry. Wrlte George \Vag- other fee. Sent sealed. ·Bo:r 2265 n. Boston, Mass.
ner, 'former Govt. Detective, 1968 Ilroa.d\\'aY, N. Y.
MARRY. Thousancls con1?enlnl PPOnle worth from $1.000
to $50,000, seeldng c11rly martla~e; closcriptlous.
EARN $20 weokly spare time, at home. addressing,
malling music, circulars. Send 10c for music, in!or- photos, lntroductloos free. Sealed. r:tther Bl.'X. Setld
niatiou. American Music, Co .• 1658 Broadway, Dept. no money. Address Stamlarrl flor. Cloh. Ort1yqJ4t~e. Tll.
03. N. Y.
MARRY-Free photographs. directory a.nrl descriptions
.SILVER MIRRORS, HEADLIGHTS, TABLEWARE.
or wealthy members. Pay wlleo married. New Plan
REPLATE Stove, Jewelry, brass beds.
Dependable Co.. Dept. 36, Kan~M City, Mo.
plans free. Clarence Snrinklo. Dent. 73. Marion, In<llana.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos nnd
descrlotions tree. Pny when married. The Exchange~
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
Deot. 545. lianaas City. 1fo.
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., are wanted for publi- MARRY
HEALTH,
WEALTH -Thousands;
worth
cation. Submit MSS. or write Literary Buroau, 515
$5,000 to $100.000; cleslre marriage. Photos, descrlpH1t11nibal, Mo.
SUNFLOWER CLUB, B-300, Cimarron,

ma,e

We

you

i~~i,.:ree.

PERSONAL

'

ATTRACTIVE LAOY, very lonely, worth $33,000, ,vants
husband. Box 1022, Wichita. Kansas.
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG LAD.Y. worth $25,000, wJII
many.
c/o Box 1022, Wichita, Kunsn.s.
ATTRACTIVE LADY, worth $80,000, wlsbes to marry.

Emma, Box 77, Oxrord, Fla.
AVIATOR. worth $25,000. never ma.rrlcd, wants wife.
A. Box 35, Lenguo, Tol~do, Ohio.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB lo Country.
EstabHshed 19 Yonrs.
Tbousanda Wealthy wlshln,r
Early Marriage. Conf\clenti al. Freo. The Old llella.ble
Chtb. Mrs. v'~ruhel, Box 26, On.klanrl, Ca.Hf.
·Do YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Betty Lee,
L91c., 425-1 Broadway, New York City. ',tamp appreciated.
F 1,-RM ~~ 3t_l

Dr?efiu/5Tol~~~ of,1~:ooo,

will marry.

1
/:&r~r!),e ~u1~a'i
tx~~~~~ tti~t:
Ja.ckso1.1vllle. Jila.
(Stamp)

G ~~Jr\;gM ~~r~!.S:~.ng

5

No, 7, So.
HANDSOME LADY of means; would marry tr suited.
(Stamp.) Violet, Box 787, Dennison. Ohio.
HUNDREDS seektne- marriage. rr sJncere enc]oqe stamp.
Mrs. F. W1Uarct, 2928 Broadway, Chicago. II1tnois.
IF LONESOME exchange Jolly letters with beautiful
ladies and wealthy gentlemen. Eva Moore, Box 908,
Jacksonville, Fla. (Stamp).
LOOK WHOSE H EREI Princess OKIE world famous
horoscopes. Get your's today, Don't delay, Send full
blrthdate and I0o, K, Okie, Bo:z: 280, Mds. Sq. Sta.,
New York. N. Y.

M EN-WOM EN-Membershlp in worlt.1-w:lcte mR.trhnonial
club, only fee $1.00. Cupld'e Club, Box 525, Arcade
Rtat1on, Los .Angelt?:S, Calif.
PRETTY GIRLIE. wealthy, but ob, so lonely, will
marry. C .. Club. Box 55. oxrorrl. ll'l1t.
RETIRED, Independently wealthy wtdowrr, wishes to
marry. E. Box 35, League. 'J'o1 Nlo. Ohio.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOl(S DF MOSES. Egyptian
S('Crcts. Dlack art. other rare bool,s. Catalog free.
Star Book Co I0R23, 122 Fed('rfnl St , Camden, N J.
PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but oh, so losesorne, wlll
m!IJ'ry. c.. Box n5. Oxford, ma.
WIDOW, worth' $80,000. lonely.
Gentlemen write.
T. Box 35, League, Toledo, OMo.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. 1SeuJ
30c anti birth date to Character Studies, 1515 lifa:-:nnfc Temple, New York City.
WEALTHY, pretty, affectionate girl. woulc1 marry.
\Vrlto, enclosine envelope. Doris Dawn. Bouth Euclid
"'iio.
'
Y~~~~
$80,000, wishes to marry. Emma,
7

11~?;;rd\~Orii~.

SONGWRITERS
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose music.
·Bubmlt your poems to us at once. New York Melody

Corporation, 405 F. Roman Rlrtg., Neiw York.

POEMS WANTED-Sell yorur- sonK-vernes for cash.

Submit Mss. at onco or write New Era Music, Co 140
St. Louis, Mo.
·'
'

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACOO or Snutr RabU oured or no pay. $1,00 If
Ba~i~~?e.
sent on trial
Superba. Co., PC.,

t<LedJr

Al• o Ideal home

i:~ :.~•:~ra.•:}
,

0

De• t • teol. Nlctel p1atec1.
JHff' Oll•J••t•d at factoa.

Price b_y Io sured Mall, $4.50 Ilig Catalog f'l'eO
111.ln U1111 COIIIR&II.Y, DeRI. 1, Melro1111, Mau.

A · POSTAL
IMPROVEMENT

Another t i m e
and labor-saving
device for use in
e x p e d i ting the_
mails has passed
the experimental
stage and is being tested py the
P o s t Office department.
The
device ....will precancel s t a m p s
put up in coils
for use on other
than :first class
mail by 1 a r g e
mailers, b e f o T e ·
the stamps have
been affixed, and
will then recoil
them in the original sized coil.
Heretofore many
large u s e r s of
such mail have
purchased unca-aceled stamps incoils which were
t h e n placed on
outgoing mail by
stamp - affi.xirg
machines alre , dy
in general u se,
necessitating the
running of such
mail through the
c a n c e l ing m:cichines at the post
office. With the
new device in operation, however,
the stamps would
be purchased alr e a d y canceled.
The mail woulrl
then be s o r t e d
and tied in bundles by the mail•""
er aocording to
destinations and
sent to the post
office where it
would go to the
t r a i n s, leaving
the canceling machines at the post
office free for other work. The new
device is called
a pre - canceling
machine. Various
types have been
developed by a
number of manufacturers to a
point which the
Department believes warrants
giving them a
try-out.

,J
RADIUM EGG
TESTER

She Found
A Pleasant Way
To_Reduce Her Fat

It is a great
w a s t e uf nest
Thousands of overfat
+space or incubapeople have greatly retor space to put
duced their weight and
attained. a normal figunder the hen or
ure by following the
advice of many others
in the incubator
who use and recomeggs which are
:\ mend Marmol a Prescriptioa
· Tabl,11. These harmnot fertile, and
'{,, less little fat reducers
where eggs are
sold as sittings
it is obviously
very detrimental
If you are too fat, you owe it to yourself
to a firm's reputo give these fat re<iucers a fair trial. All
the better drug stores the world over sell
tation to allow
Marmola Pr6trip,ioa Tabld• a.t O!le dollar per
package. Ask your druggist :for t.hcm 01' send
unfertile eggs to
one dollar to the Msrmola Co., 628 Garfield
Bldg., Detroit, .l\:.ich. and secure a package of
go out in the sitthese tablets. 'l'hey aro harmless and reduce
tings they supply,
_your weight withr:ut l,l"Oing through long
PieQ:ee of tiresome exercise, starvation diet. or
says a correthe application of abaurd greaaea and ealve1.
Rpondent.
VariIf you are too fat h7 lhia lod11.
o u s appliances
~ave been patented for testing
the fertility of
eggs, and one of
the most' recent
inventions of this
nature is the radio - electric egg
tester, which has
been perfected by
Messrs. H a r r y
Hebditch, Ltd . ,
the Poultry Appliance Wo, r ks,
Chard, Somerset,
England.
This egg tester
consists of a case
of solid oak, var. nished and polRUSH
ished. The apercan get this Football Out~{'lue for the eggs
fit, of ••nulne Lealheris d e f i n e cl by
PAdd•d Headau•rd• II. .•
ulatlon Football and
thi-ee r a d i u m
OfUclal Football Panta
poinb, enabling
testing to be carWrlt.e at once for Free
ried on in t h e
Football Out1lt Plan.
dark, which inHOME SUl"PLll' CO,
sures great acDopt. 969
curacy.
Duane St •. N. v. C.
Th<> egg, when
placed in p o s i tion. ant'>roatic~.1Jy switches on the
light, thus allow- Comic~. Cartoons, Con11nerclnl, l\ewspaper
ing both hands of aud J\lagazine lllnstruting, PRstel Crayon
the operator to Por1Tnit;; and ]fashions. By Mail or Local
Ensy method. Write for terms and
be free and the CJnsses.
List ot sn,•r~s~fnl stnrl('nts.
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS
~sting to be carA-92 Flatiron UulJ,llnll', New Yol'k
r1ed out rapidly.
The electric lamp
:a1l:~n~~s~."~hlc:
is attached to the
it!J~~~t:t Wri::i~:
base of the case, A«4r•• '1111. It. S'l'llllt.U.lt, l!<J.f.
Olli~~ -Ill!'•',!'.__
the current being
supplied by flashlamp battery.
DR.QJA\llt SANITAl?iUM. IRpt. ~71 "MADISON.OHIO

i~i~~~~~

r;::n

SET

u1

HEAD PHO.NO

11hones, coroplete, ready to book up
ABSOLUTELY

h.i:ad

FREE

LISTEN in on concerts. sports, lectures.
alnl'Jng, etc. QUICK! Send on}y your name
!n~day tor woncte-rful FRii:E RA.D!O PLAN.

GUARANTEE SALES CO.
2R Washington Place, Dept. 106, New York

Big, Handsome, Dressed, Sleeping

Doll sent prer,aid for sellln&- ONLY
"SIX PACKE7'S new Highly Perfumed Sachet Powder AT 10c.
Thie i• a Special Offer to introduce
our sachet.

~=•y;~

ASTHMA
nc-,c~u:n ~,=1~&~~

WITH DOUBLE

THIS WONDER RADIO SET
:;t}el!1al met.al c-abinet with double

We also give Mama Doll•. W&lkinr;
Dolls, and premiums for boys.

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept.153
Mt. Vernon,N. Y.

...
AMERICAN SCHOOl.
U 784

- • • • -· • - • ••

@AS1923
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY
--LATEST ISSUES - -

1057 Youoir Wild West Almost Beaten; or, The Secret
10:'\R
1050

at BollvRr Bntte; or, 'J'be Camo Tbnt Was Run
hv ''Bntl" i\fen.

1080

and the TrnpperJ Troopers: or, Arletta and the
Apnrbe Amhnsli.
" and tbp ('owirirl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Rnorh For1·v.
" anr\ the Indian Agent; or, Arletta's Daring
Expose.
" and the Rich Ranchero; or, The Shot That
Made R F'rlPnd,
" and the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
A1tPrnatlve.
" nod "Spotte<l Rnm": or Trailing a Hnlfbrred.
'' Sc1·lmmage In Mexico; or. Arletta and th e Vaquero Dandv.
" Bnlklnir the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
Chi nee.
" Lending the Cowboys; or, Arletta's Fight With
the Rustlers.
" Outwitting the Outlaws; or. Dandy Dick's .Deflancr.
" Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arletta and the Redskin Princess.
" and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gong o!
the Gulch.
" and the Border Croolcs; or, Arletta and tbe
!'!muggier Queen.
" Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
or Cattle.
" and tJ1e R11ent Scout; or, The Sign Thnt Saved
tlH.> SettlPment.
" Stnkln11; a Tender!oot; or, Arletta and the Grl7.zl:v Bear.
" Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indlnn Outbreak.
" Captul'lng n Claim; or, Arletta and the Gold
Po0ket.
" nnrl thP Deadwoorl neadsbot; or, The Man Who
Was Hard to Beat.
" R<>~culng a Rnnchman; or, Arletta and tbe
Renegade Cowboys.
" Betrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed 1n an Aztec
Tomb.
" Fla-ht nt th" Forks; or, Arletta and the Lost
lllmlgrant 'l'rntn.
" and th<> Des perado; or, The Masked Men or tbe
Mountain.
" W e~t on "'elcome; or, Ar!Pttn's Blrthdnv (Hf•.
"~apld-Flre Flgnt: or. Holding a Cave of Gold.
''---- at a Cowboy "Shindig"; or, Arletta Calling a

1087

"

1060

1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
10(;6
1067
1068
1069

1070
1071
1072

1073
1075
1076
1077

1078
1079

1080
1081

1082
1083
10AA
JORI'>

/

"

of the Blasted Pine.
Buffalo H11nt: or, Ar!Ptta·~ Awful J:tl<1e.

"

1088 "
1089 "
1090 "
1091 "
1092

"

1003 "

Blutr.

nnil Rrnor Santo: or, Thll · Brigands of the
:Ro1·rle1·.
Colling tl1r Cavnlr:v: or , Arletta•~ 'l'lll'illlng Ride.
RPn<l v Rifle; or, The Bullet Tbnt Found a
Mark.
Road Agent Round-Up; or, Arletta Carrying
1"11<" 1\fall.

and tli!' Red Rnncbero; or, The Plot to Burn
a Rettlement,
On n Pnzzlln,r 'l'rnll: or, Arirtt~'R Nnge:et C1t1e.
Fie:l1t In tl1c Sagebrns11; or. The Richest Sp(\t
In Nevada.

J'l'or oale b,v all newot!ealero, •r will b• •eat t" an,
11ddre• 1 9D receipt ef price, ,. per cop:,, ln lllODfJ7'
ttoatar;e • tamp •• by

o,

HARRY JI;. WOL"FF,
161 West 2Sil l!ltr•ot,

Publlther, l • c.,
N•w Yerk Cit:,

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Price 35 Cent• Per Cop:,

This book contains nll the most recent changes In the
method ot construction a oil au bmisslon of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every ph11se ot scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
I! you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
85 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you one. postage tree. Addre• s
L. SENA.RENS, 219 Seveath A.ve., New York, N. Y.

Ul"l'fnl. Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject.
No. 21l. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contalnlnrr full directions f.or all kinds of gymnastic sports and
athletic exercls('S. Embracing thirty-five illnstratlonl!_.,
By Professor W. Macdonald.
No, 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A ROAT.
-Fully illustrated. Full Instructions are given In fhls
little book, together with Instructions on swimming (lnd
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Ever:v one ls
desirous of knowing what his !i.:tnre l!fe wm bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wenlth or novert:v.
Yon ran tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
an ,1 be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Ever:v

bov should know bow lnvE'ntlous originated. This book
explains th<'m nll. giving examples In electrlclty, hydraulics, mn,:rn!'tlsm, optics. nneumaties, mechanics, etc.
No. 33, HOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing the rnlM
and etl('fuette of gooil society an<l the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good advanta,:e nt
parties, halls. the t11eatre, church, and in the drawingroom.
No, 85. HOW TO PLAY GA)IB~--A completP and
uarful little hook, containing the rnl<>s anrl regulations
of blll!nrds, bagatelle, hark-gammon. croquet. tlomlnoes.
etr.
No, :l6. HOW T
SOLl'F: CONUNDRUMS.-Contalnlne: all th(' !Padlni:: conundrums of th" rlny, amnslnJ?
rirlrllrs. cnrlons catches and witt:v saylnirR.
No. 40. HOW TO lllAKE AND SET TRAPS.-lnclurllnl!' 111nts on how to catch moles, weasels. otter, rn.11<
Mnirrels and hlt"dS. Also bow to cnre skins. Copiously
l11•1strated.
No. 41. 'I'HE BOYS OF NEW YORK END l\fEN'~
.TOTiE IIOOK.-Contal'nlog n great ,,arh•ty of the latest
jokes used by thP most famous end mPn. No amateur
minstrels is complrte without tlils wondrrfnl little hook.
No,

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP-

SPEAKER. - Containing a vnrled nssortment of stump
speeches, Negro. Dutch and Irlsb. Also encl men's .lokf'A.
J"nst tbe thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 41S.

TJ!E BOYS

OF NF.W YORK JlllNSTREL

GUIDE AN:,;> ,JOKE BOOK. - Something, new and ver:v
lnstrnctlve. Every bo:v should ohtaln this book, ns It
contnlns full lnstructlons for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO l\lAKFJ AND USE ELECTRICITY.
- A rlPscrlptlon of the w-0nderf11J uses of eleetrklt:v and
elertro m~e:nPtlsm: toe:ethPr with full instructions tor
making F,JPPtrk 'l'o:v s. :Ratterles, etr. Bv Geore:P Trebel.
A. l\-1., , ,r. n. Containlnl!g over fift:v lllnstrnHons.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD ANn RAIL CANOEf:, -A
hAnrlv hook for bo:vs. conta.lning full <'llrertlons for ennstrurting cnnoes nnd the most popular mann0r of salllne: them. Fnll:v lllustratNlNo, 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Givlne: rnles for ronductinir clehatPs, outlines for debates, Questions for rll~cusslon and the b('st sources for procuring Information
on the questions given.
·
No. 50. HOW TO · STUFF BIRDS AND ANl111ALS.
-A:. valuable book, g-Jvlnir lnstructions In collecting, pro-

pnrlng, mounting and preserving birds, animals and inserts.
No. rn. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng explanations of the g-eneral principles of slelg-htof-linnd applicabl'e to card tricks; or card tricks with
ordinary cards, nod not re('fulrlng sleight-of-band; of
tricks Involving sleight-of-liand, or the use of specially
pren~rNl cnrds. Illustrated.
No. :>2. HOW TO ;FLAY CARDS. -A complete and
handv little book, g\vin!\' the rules and !ull directions
for plnytnir Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-Five,
Ronnce, Pedro Snncho, Draw Poker, Auction Pltcb, All
Fours, and many other popular gamPs of cards.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOl\lE AN- ENGINEER. - Containing full instructions bow to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together with n full description of everything an
engineer should know.

For sale by all newsdealez·s or will be sent to
any add'ress on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy,
in money or postage stamps, b:v

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Ine.
166 West 23d Street

New York

